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BATTLE HONOURS
of

the 48th Highlanders of Canada
(those Battle Honours in capitals are emblazoned on the Regimental Colour )

SOUTH AFRICA 1899 1900

DROCOURT-QUEANT Gustav LineYPRES , 1915 , '17
Gravenstavel
St. Julien

Hindenburg Line LIRI VALLEY
CANAL DU NORD HITLER LINE

FESTUBERT , 1915 Pursuit To Mons

MOUNT SORREL
GOTHIC LINE

France And Flanders , LAMONE CROSSING
SOMME , 1916 1915 -'18 Misano Ridge
Pozieres LANDING IN SICILY RIMINI LINE
Thiepval Valguarnera
Ancre Heights

Torella
ASSORO San Leonardo

Arras , 1917 , '18 Agira The Gully
VIMY , 1917 Adrano
Arleux

ORTONA
Regalbuto San Martino - San Lorenzo

Scarpe , 1917 , '18

HILL 70
Sicily, 1943 Fosso Vecchio
Landing At Reggio
CAMPOBASSO

Italy, 1943 - '45
PASSCHENDAELE

AMIENS
APELDOORN

San Nicola -San Tommaso
Cassino II

Northwest Europe , 1945
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THE REGIMENT

Colonel in Chief
Honorary Colonel

Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth
IIColonel DC Haldenby CD

Honorary Lieutenant Colonel

Commanding Officer
Regimental Headquarters
Cadet Corps

Brigadier General PAG Cameron OMM CD
Lieutenant Colonel HWG Mowat CD
Toronto Ontario
48th Highlanders of Canada Cadet Corps
St Andrew's College Highland Cadet Corps

Associated Cadet Corps
Allied Regiment

Regimental Associations
The Gordon Highlanders
Continuing Sergeants Association IODE Ladies Auxiliary Life Members ,
Officers ' Association , Old Comrades ' Association , Pipes and Drums Association
284 King Street East Toronto .Regimental Museum
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THE JOURNAL OF THE 48TH HIGHLANDERS OF CANADA

VOLUME 5

GUEST EDITORIAL
by Dr H Douglas Stewart
Honorary Chaplain to the 48th Highlanders of Canada

"The fair have sighed for it , the brave have died for it , foeman
have sought for it , heroes fought for it , honour the name of it ,

drink to the fame of it THE TARTAN !
CONTENTS

Recently , a piece of cloth , with a tartan pattern in several
shades of brown was found in a clay container in Bell's

Meadows in Falkirk Experts dated it at about 240 AD and

identified it as the oldest piece of tartan in existence . Indeed ,

Roman soldiers returning from duty in ancient Britain told of

the Caledonians wearing cloth with horizontal and vertical lines

of different colours in various designs .

Command Encounter

C Coy ..
D Coy

BHQ
Pipes & Drums
Military Band

Cadets

Cadets at Holten

More enthusiastic tartan scholars however protest that its

history reaches back into the early pages of the Old Testament in
the book of Genesis Here it is recorded that " Jacob made for his
son Joseph a coat of many colours " . That , they claim , is the

origin of the tartan . Whatever the truth about the antiquity of
the tartan , fact is that for centuries , it has maintained its hold on

the human heart everywhere .

CF Small Arms Competitions .

Junior Ranks ' Mess ..
Officers ' Mess

From the PadreBut the tartan is not just a pretty piece of cloth to be chosen for
dress occasions according to an individual's tast

e
in colour . It is a

high and noble symbol bequeathed to us by Scottish clansmen

who wore it bravely as the badge of their identification . To all
men , it declared to whom the wearer belonged , what he stood for,
and if necessary what he would readily die for .

Continuing Sergeants Association

IODE ...Ladies ' Auxiliary .

Life Members
Officers ' AssociationIn 18th century Scotland for a time itwas a criminal offence to

be found wearing any piece of the tartan on ones person . After

the Scottish uprising and the defeat of the " Bonnie Prince " at

Culloden in 1747 the British Parliament invoked the Act of

Proscription which , on penalty of death , forbade the wearing of

any tartan , speaking the Gaelic , participating in Highland

music or dancing or , imagine , the playing of the pipes which
were deemed to produce a "warlike and aggressive sound " . This
latter proscription seemed to me to be quite extreme and
exaggerated until I read of the panic and terror with which the

North American Indians fled when the Scottish immigrants
were piped from the good ship Hector at Pictou Nova Scotia in

1777 .

Old Comrades Association

Pipes & Drums Association .

St Andrew's Church

Paul Cleal Senior

Leonard J Falkner .
Comes the Day of Remembrance

We Do Remember
Reminiscences .

Just a Private .
After 36 years of enforcement , the Act of Proscription was

repealed , and Cunningham in his " History of the Scottish

Clans " writes :

My Connections with the 48th Highlanders .

1st Battalion The Gordon Highlanders ..
Gordon Highlanders ACF

"With joy , the Highlanders returned to their beloved kilt , no

longer bound to the unmanly dress of the lowland trews . "
St Andrew's College Cadets .

Since then the gallant Scottish Regiments have worn the kilt
with respect , and pride and valour wherever on the face of the

earth they were called to serve .

Editor Major JA Brown CD

FRONT COVER PHOTO
The Pipes & Drums and Military
Band in front of Apeldoorn City

Hall May 1985

THE FALCON is published every December Items for publication should be received by The Editor by 31st August .

Views and opinions expressed are not necessarily those of the Department of National Defence .

Typesetting and printing by Quickway Printing and Copy Centres with branches throughout Metro Toronto .
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The Falcon

COMMANDING OFFICER'S MESSAGE
TO ALL

MEMBERS OF THE REGIMENTAL FAMILY

I would , first of all ,
like to take this opportunity to thank all members of the active Regiment , and the

Regimental Family , for their attendance and support on the evening of 31 May 1985. It was from my point

of view , an excellent parade , providing me with a tremendous start to my tenure as Commanding Officer .
The Regiment has prospered since the last edition of the Falcon , as well as having been very busy . I do

not intend to categorize all of the events here . Rather , I think it more important to give you some idea of
the direction in which I believe the unit will be moving .
The militia is first of all , a training vehicle for officers , NCOS , men and women . With that in mind , we

must endeavour to teach people the function we expect them to perform . The framework we provide , and

the effort we put in to the process will , in the end , be determined by how well our soldiers perform under

simulated battle conditions . Hopefully they will not be put to the ultimate test .
As well , it is necessary to enhance , and nurture , the Regimental spirit which provides the familial

atmosphere so necessary to all soldiers .
In order to achieve these very broad objectives , I intend to take the Regiment back to basics . Teach the

skills which are necessary to improve the competitive spirit , reward accomplishment , and have fun .
Finally , I would like to say " thank you " to all parts of the Regiment for receiving me into the Family so

warmly . I am indeed proud to command this Regiment .

wer. Mawar.
HWG Mowat

Lieutenant Colonel
Commanding Officer

BIOGRAPHY OF THE NEW COMMANDING OFFICER
LCol HWG Mowat CD

Lieutenant Colonel HWG Mowat joined the Victoria Rifles of Canada Cadet Corps in 1960. He
rose to command the corps before its disbandment in 1964. He transferred to and assisted in forming
the 48th Field Engineers Cadet Corps at Hillside Armoury . He was awarded the Gold Star and Lord
Strathcona Medal .

Lieutenant Colonel Mowat joined the Regular Army in 1966. He served with the 2nd Battalion , the

Black Watch (Royal Highland Regiment ) of Canada 2nd Battalion the Royal Canadian Regiment
and 3 Canadian Mechanized Commando . He has served in Gagetown , N.B. , Cyprus and Northwest
Europe . He held appointments as Platoon Commander . Assistant Adjutant , Company Second in
Command (NWE ) Operations Officer (NWE Mortar Platoon Commander (NEW and School of
Infantry ending his Regular Force career as Unit Support Officer of the Royal Regiment of Canada .

Lieutenant Colonel Mowat is a graduate of the Canadian Forces Staff School and the Canadian Land
Forces Command and Staff College .
In 1980 , Lieutenant Colonel Mowat retired from the Regular Force and transferred to the Royal

Regiment of Canada as Adjutant and subsequently Company Commander . He transferred to , and

served as Company Commander with the Lorne Scots ( Peel Dufferin and Halton Regiment in 1983.

In January 1984 , he joined the 48th Highlanders of Canada as Deputy Commanding Officer .
Born in Montreal in 1947 Lieutenant Colonel Mowat married his wife Lee whom he met in

Cyprus in 1969. They live in Leaside , Toronto with their children , Tara , 14 , and Jason , 13 .
Lieutenant Colonel Mowat is an Account Executive in the Employee Benefit Services Department

at the National Victoria and Grey Trust Company He is a member of the Royal Canadian Military
Institute and , in his free time , enjoys reading , racquet sports and golf.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Toronto Ontario

25 February , 1985

The Editor ,
The Falcon

Dear Sir: The Clan Mackay Association of Canada

Enclosed please find my cheque in the amount of Ten Dollars

($ 10.00 ) for the renewal of my subscription to the Falcon .

I
voted for the two issues only because I enjoy its contents and

twelve months seemed such a long time between issues However I
do appreciate your position and will be pleased to go along with

your decision on the matter .

I am taking the liberty of sending along the following

information . It has to do with our newly incorporated Clan

Mackay Association of Canada and after reading it you may find it

of interest to the members of the Regiment and decide to run an

article in the Falcon This would certainly be a help in promoting

our Clan Mackay as well as give some insight on the activities of a

few of the members of the Regiment apart from their military

duties .
The Clan Mackay Association of Canada was formally

incorporated in Canada on February 20th , 1984. The official

incorporation by Ottawa marks the culmination of four years '

work and dedication by ten members of this historic Clan .

As the founder , I played a key role in the direction of a pro -tem

committee which I set up in 1980. Two members of the Regiment

joined me on this committee . They devoted a great deal oftime and

effort and worked constantly over the past four years . Without

their assistance it would not have been possible to establish our

Clan Mackay in Canada .

Col lain Mackintosh MacKay assisted Mr Samuel Mackay and

myself to formulate the constitution which was presented to
Ottawa in November of 1983.

Drum Major Wm Mackay of the 48th Pipes and Drums
Association assisted with the constitution and performed the duties

of chairman on this founding committee for over four years Both

are now Charter Members and founding Directors of our Clan

Mackay Association .
As well , Pipe Major Reay Mackay i

s
the official Piper of our

Association .

The Clan Mackay Association of Canada is non -political , non

sectarian and non -profit organization . Its object is to promote

interest in the history and origin of the Clan and family ofMackay ,

to promote closer ties with the Clan Mackay Society in Scotland of

which we are a recognized centre Our constitution for Canada was

approved and accepted by the Society in Scotland at its Annual

General Meeting which was held in Glasgow on November 4th ,

1984 .
Membership is open to all by the name Mackay in its various

forms and the Septs of the Clan Mackay which include the

following names :

Bain Bayne

MacVail
Nelson

MacBain
Mac VainMacphail

Morgan Neilson

Paulson PolesonPaul
Polson Reay Sobie

and Williamson

The Association issues a quarterly newsletter . It is called by its

Gaclic name "A Rhratach Rhan " which means The White Banner .

It carries news of all activities of the
Association as well as the

historical and genealogy material relating to the Clan Mackay . It
keeps our members informed of other events taking place here in

Canada , and abroad .

We wish to unite all members of this great family ofMackay who

may reside in Canada .

The Falcon

As well we welcome other members of the Regiment who may be

interested in joining with us to help accomplish this.
I trust you will

consider this material for an article in the Falcon .

Although I am not a member of the Regiment I am one of those

who wish they were . Circumstances many years ago , rejected this

wish . Over the years I have tried to maintain my connections by my

membership in the 48th Chapter IODE Apart from this I am

enclosing a record of my other connections with the Regiment .

Most sincerely yours

Grace Mackay Edgar

President

The Clan Mackay Association of Canada

Scarborough , Ontario
3 July , 1985

Major JA Brown CD
Editor

The Falcon

Dear Sir,
Thursday 27 June 1985 , I retired from the Regiment after over 50

years of service .
50 years is a long time , but not if you enjoy , and are interested in ,

what you are doing .
My association with the 48th has been just that , and the host of

friends and comrades over the years (many of whom have passed

on ) has been simply great .
There is something about the Regiment you cannot explain , as it

draws you into it's bosum , but I suppose our " Dileas Gu Brath " is

the answer . We "old farts " pass along , but we do have serving with

us now a fine group of young active men and women to carry on . In

addition , a new Colonel who , my gut feelings tells me , will make a

damn good Commanding Officer , and who will carry on the

traditions of this Regiment which mean so much to us all.

My best regards to all ranks ,

Dileas ,

Ed Ruthven

(Capt AE Ruthven EM )

A MESSAGE FROM THE
OUTGOING COMMANDING OFFICER
LCol AW Jensen CD

It was very difficult to leave the command of our Regiment since

I enjoyed myself so much , and together we accomplished a great

deal .

My thanks go to everyone connected with the Regiment both

because of your support to me personally and more importantly ,

because of your continuing work for and loyalty to the Regiment .
The 48th is a proud Regiment not only due to its splendid record in

several wars , but because those currently serving and those who

support the Regiment through its family work very hard . You are

continuing to keep the 48th in the forefront of all militia units , and

the Regiment's service and loyalty to Canada will continue far into

the future .

I regret that it is impossible for me to single
out any individual in

this letter - so many people have done so much that I would be

afraid to overlook someone . I do however want especially to

mention the officers men and women of the active Regiment . I
want all who served during my term as Commanding Officer to

know how much I appreciate their dedication . The long hours ,

discomforts , frustrations and disappointments which militiamen

experience certainly try their spirit and determination to carry on .



The Falcon

Just as those who serve in the militia today cannot comprehend the
great sacrifice and efforts of those who served during wartime ,
those who have not served in the militia in recent years cannot begin
to appreciate what these people must do to serve today . It is a credit
to Canada's youth that so many capable and dedicated people
continue to step forward to serve in the 48th Highlanders of
Canada .

I have a dream of the country and a world at peace . It seems that
my dream is just a hopeful wish however , and those who serve in the

Regiment today must carry on with the task of preparing for war.
Serious consideration is being given to a doubling of the size of the
militia . This huge expansion presumably would be accompanied by
a significant increase in pay and incentives to serve , and by large
increases in the equipment allocated such units as the 48th . Perhaps
the government will start to view the militia as a viable alternative
to large increases in the Regular Force Should all this come to pass ,

the level of training and the responsibility of those in the active

Regiment will be put under close scrutiny I have every confidence
that the officers men and women of the Regiment will meet the
greatly increased challenges . I know you , and I know the job you
can do .
I will always remember the experience and the friendships I have

enjoyed as Commanding Officer My reward is knowing that the
Regiment is continuing to grow and improve under our new
Commanding Officer LCol HWG Mowat I cavy him the
opportunity of moving forward during what promises to be a

challenging time for the Regiment .
My wife , Bonnie , joins me in thanking all members of our

Regimental family for the kind words which were said to us on the

occasion of the Change of Command .

Thank you all for everything and remember , " Dileas gu Brath " .

OBITUARY

The muffled drum's sad roll has beat
The soldier's last tattoo .

No more on life's parade shall meet

The brave and fallen few .

(Theodore O'Hara )

MAJOR GENERAL C VOKES CB CBE DSO ED , CD

Major General Chris Vokes a long time Associate member ofthe
48th Highlanders of Canda Officers ' Mess died in March of this
year . On behalf of all Highlanders , we offer the Vokes ' Family our
sincere sympathy .

The following Highlanders also passed on this year , and to their families and friends go our sincerest sympathies :

EA Bennett T Campbell A Chadwick
DS Craig J Kemp
A Langford T Mackie

C Gossage
GG Little

H Poole

W Taylor

T Moore K Prue
C WillcockAW Sutherland

N Williams

COMMAND ENCOUNTER
by Capt SW Gilbert CD ( retired )

Next to uniforms which fit properly , the scarcest commodity in
the army is a commanding officer's time I consider myself
fortunate , therefore , to have enjoyed lengthy interviews with not
one , but two of our COS .

Not surprisingly , their personal philosophics about running
reserve infantry battalion are similar Both are dedicated to
developing a high degree of professionalism in the men and women

of the active Regiment . To paraphrase Colonel Mowat : "our
people have to learn to work at , and take pride in , their military
skills and lose the obsession that many of them have with
unrealistically rapid rank progression " . My personal observations
tell me that this approach is experiencing some success amongst our
active rank and file .

Lieutenant Colonels Jensen and Mowat are unique to our family .
Their backgrounds , personal military philosophies and views
about the modern militia form a distinct departure from the past ,
yet they are dedicated to maintaining the traditions of Dileas .
Interestingly , neither of them began their carcers in the

Highlanders . Colonel Jensen has served as a staff or line officer in
three different Militia Areas something he feels has given him
valuable perspective for innovation in command . Colonel Mowat
began his career in the regular army Black Watch , moving to the
RCR when his battalion was disbanded He has served in three
different highland units and this has provided considerable depth

to his concept of what command is all about in the Militia .

One thing Colonel Jensen commented on which I felt was very
significant , was the great difference between the Militia he joined as
a young man in the early 1960s and that which exists today . The
absence of veteran soldiers ( i.e. the kind wearing campaign
ribbons ) , the amount of equipment available (Jensen went on his
first winter exercise with two grey blankets and a poncho as his
sleeping gear - imagine trying to convince anyone , officer or other
rank , to do that today ) , the improved pay are all benefits acquired
during the past two decades Along with these benefits , of course ,
have come increases and very heavy ones in unit taskings and
individual training expectations The demands on all ranks are now
incredible as any active member of the Regiment can tell you .

When we spoke the interviews having been done at different
times , both men took pains to note how welcome they were made to
feel as " new " members of the Regiment , coming in as they did at
the , until recently unusual rank of major They know that they are
the first of a new breed hallmarks of a different approach to
selecting our commanding officers .

Because of this Colonel Jensen sees a need for government
action on two fronts First some kind of benefit package for those
who serve in the reserves ( i.e. income tax exemptions , pensions ,



etc. ) Second some sort of stiff consequence for those (our famous

and ever present NON EFFECTIVES ) who join draw kit and

vanish shortly thereafter . Such action , he feels , will not only give

long overdue recognition to those who serve with dedication , but

also make their job easier and the overall administrative load

lighter , providing even more time for much needed training .

Colonel Mowat commented on the high degree of motivation

evident in those who are active in the Militia motivation displayed

clearly by the very fact that they parade regularly , hold down a

civilian job and are always eager to work at improving their
military skills . He also sees a need to recognize reserve service ,

although he feels that non effectives are just that , and the only

people we should seek government action for are those who want to

stay in .
Obviously , these two officers have the dedication and depth of

experience to evolve solid policies for the future direction of our

Regiment and of the Militia as a whole Colonel Jensen has moved

on to a major appointment at TMD ; Colonel Mowat remains at the

helm of the active battalion .

Their presence assures a fine future for our Regiment ,

C COMPANY
by Sgt Mackay F

The past training year has proved a very busy one for Charlie

Company , and saw us conducting the business of soldiering in areas

as diverse as Petawawa and Grayling , Michigan .

Since the last issue of the Falcon went to print C Company has

provided a full mechanized company to Green Brigade at Milcon ,

and proved itself one of the most effective and high spirited

formations in the Militia During the seven day Milcon period in
early August , the company fell victim to an unfortunate carrier

accident which damaged several Grizzlies , and injured many

personnel , but none seriously . In spite of the temporary setback ,

the company rebounded back in the usual manner which has made

it famous .

FO

Itor
Col Martin MGen Teeter ( 107 Armoured Cavalry ) Maj Young

- the Citation being read on parade.

Immediately following training at CFB Petawawa , the company

bused to Camp Grayling Michigan to assist the 107th Armoured

Cavalry Regiment of Ohio in their annual summer training . Using

American weapons and ammunition , and US M - 113 armoured

personnel carriers , the company conducted operations as enemy

force for the 107th while they underwent evaluation by their

regular force . American authorities , many of whom had fought in
Vietnam and Grenada commented that the Canadians were the

most professional troops they had ever seen . The glowing

The Falcon

compliments were pressed home with great emphasis when our

Company Commander ,Major AG Young , received the Ohio Army

National Guard Commendation Medal for his efforts . This award

is the highest award in the National Guard ofthat state and this was

the first time it had ever been awarded to a Canadian The great

pride the men of the company felt at this was soon replaced with

sadness however , when Major Young was transferred to the

training office after many years of service and superior leadership .

The Company Commander's position was ably filled by Major
Bartley , with the indispensable continued support of CSM

McGuffin JK .
Sgts Gillic WP and Scott TG brought honour to the company

when they were chosen to serve in Cyprus with the Canadian UN

peacekeeping contingent , along with MCpl Alkema R.
Summer time activity saw Cpl lusi M come in as top candidate on

his Junior NCO course and Sgt Bean RB (the new C Company CQ )

come in second on his TQ4 course .

Sgts MacKay and MacDonald with Cpl lusi lead the company on

parade.

At the beginning of September , the company embarked on a

vigorous training programme aimed at trade qualification of

practically all it's personnel . The ambitiousness of this idea was

soon noted by the powers that be in TMD , and C Company

promptly found itself running the trade qualification courses for

every unit in the district .
Presently the company is running a TQ2 AVGP course , and a

TQ2 Small Arms Coaches course with many personnel from other

units benefitting from the expert instruction all overseen by CSM

McGuffin . The few company personnel left out of the training

programme have started a detailed skill -at -arms training period on

which all weapons use
d

in the infantry are being studied .

With nothing but busy activity on the horizon for Charlie

Company , the men have settled into heavy training schedule as they

always do .
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D COY
by Capt TWF Cavanagh CD

The main role of Delta Company is to recruit new Highlanders
and to train them through their General Militia Recruit and Basic
Courses . If the young Highlanders survive the first phase of
training , they then go on to the Trade Qualification I level course
and on completion of that training they pass on to C Company .
During the 1985 training period , Delta Company trained 3

Platoons of fresh bright eyed and bushy tailed Highlander
recruits . 2Lt AD Paterson as the number 10 Platoon Commander ,
assisted by his Platoon 2 i/c Sgt PC Ross , graduated 17 Highlanders
and all , including platoon headquarters , travelled on to C
Company to continue with their training and development .
11 and 12 Platoons commanded by 2Lt A von Hahn and 2L1 D

Frost respectively , and assisted by their 2 i/ cs , Sgt F MacKay andSgt Gural , graduated 33 Highlanders and these young men
completed their TQI course training in the late spring and early
summer and then went on to join Major Young and C Coy for
summer concentration

I tor Set MacKay Ple Strachan Pte Wood

A special word of praise should go out to the Company
Headquarters for a job well done Major JB Bartley " The Old
Company Commander " , Captain KJ McBey ex-2 i/c now the " BigAdj " . CSM J Lyle and CQMS WOJ Jenkins return for another year
of hard work and the personal satisfaction of working with young
Highlanders .
The 1986 training year will see a renewed effort into recruiting

both young men and women for the ranks and Officers ' Corps . The
recruiting office section of Delta Company , headed by Lt WL
Bryan as Recruiting Officer is hoping to recruit between 75 and 100
new recruits over the next year . In addition , it is hoped that 4 to 6
new officers will be recruited in the RESO phase and for the MITCP
phase of Officers Training .
The Regiment will continue to grow only if we recruit as a family .

History has proven that most of our recruits are introduced to the
Highlanders by members ofthe Regimental Family . Remember , we
are not leaders without followers and the Regiment cannot survive
without a continuous and concerted recruiting drive .
The 1986 training year will see the Highlanders responsible for

the GMT Recruit and Basic Courses for all three Regiments in
Moss Park Armoury This responsibility will see our staff working
every other weekend from October 19 1985 up to April 1986 , as

well as five days during the Christmas break . Commencing in
February 1986 the Recruiting Office will start recruiting for the
Summer Training Programme 1986 .

Front row . I tor- Pies Wood Lauder MacAuley
Rear Tow I to T - Sgt MacKay Ples MacDonald Strachan , Johnson ,
Poles 2Lt von Hahn

The staff of D Company is committed and dedicated to
Highlander tradition and will ensure that this tradition is
maintained in the young soldiers we recruit and train .

BATTALION HEADQUARTERS
by Capt K McBey

Since the last publication of the Falcon , there have been many
changes within the BOR LCol Jensen has handed over to LCol
Mowat . The unit has a new Regular Support Staff , and in
September , the BOR moved from its old offices to the recently
vacated TMD offices .
The transfer of Capt Finnamore , former USO , was greeted with

mixed emotions We were delighted at his career move but his
expertise and fine sense of humour will be sorely missed in the Unit .
His replacement , a fine young officer from the PPCLI , Capt
Cunningham comes to the Regiment from NDHQ , where he
worked in recruiting . We welcome Capt Cunningham , his wife Jane
and their two boys to Toronto . Capt Cunningham is an energetic
and experienced officer who has much to offer the unit.
There is a new Unit Administrative Assistant Sgt Carpenter . We

welcome Set Carpenter , and his wife Patsy to Toronto . Sgt
Carpenter comes to the unit from the Personnel Applied Research
Branch in Toronto He began his military career with the Black
Watch , and his father served with the 48th during WWII . He feels
very proud to be part of his father's Regiment . Despite the
frustration of moving office , his sense of humour has not deserted
him .

We also welcome Cpl Wallace , the Unit Supply NCO . Cpl
Wallace also is a member of the PPCLI The new people are all
working hard to ensure the smooth transition of office , and are
settling in well to their new positions .

MWO Frost, UTA , continues to work miracles in the training
office . His experience , and expertise , do much to ensure a smooth
running department .

Maj Young has taken over as the Operations Officer . At present
90% of the Battalion is on course or employed as instructors , on
courses . The Regiment is running 3 Trade Qualification Courses ,

AVGP SA and Communicator .
The Chief Clerk is WO Donna Walker , who is doing a splendid

job . MCpl Vandervegte and MCpl Hann have left the unit to pursue
civilian careers , they will be missed by all .



Lt MacMillan and Sgt MacFee have done yeoman service in the

Pay Office . The writer has settled in to his new appointment as

Adjutant and is already the scourge of the Junior Officers . Even
the

DCO has difficulty talking eye to eye with the 6'5 " adjutant .

MGen Teeter being lectured by Capt McBey or is it the other way

around ?

I have tried to
bring you up to date with all the changes . The

summer has not been an easy time , but the new team is now in place

and is strong and keen We are ready to get on with the job All
Highlanders can be proud of these men and women and their

contribution to the Regiment .

PIPES & DRUMS
by Corporal Steingaszner IC

Without doubt , the highlight of this year was the trip to Holland
marking the fortieth anniversary of that nation's liberation . This

was an important event for the entire Regiment . For the currently

serving members , it is a part of our history . For the veterans who

participated in the campaigns , it is an incredible part of their

memories . For both , it is a source of pride . For the latter , the pride

is achievement , having individually contributed to the relevant

Battle Honours which adorn the Regimental Colour and which the

Regiment pays such respect to every time it is uncased . For the

former , the pride is association , in continuing this tradition of

achievement in the context of present realities The contributions of
the various associations within the Regimental Family are an

excellent example of how this Regimental /personal
pride continues

long after active service in the Regiment has ceased. The
fact that

the Pipes & Drums went to Holland at all was largely due to

individual members of these organizations spending a great deal of
time and effort tackling the myriad of problems connected with

taking the Pipes & Drums overseas .

The primary problem which faced the organizers was one

common to the military throughout history - MONEY . The plan

was to send a total of fifty members of the combined Pipes & Drums

and Military Band to Holland as an accompaniment to the veterans

of the Regiment an expensive endeavour no matter how one looks

at it . It was
hoped that a grant could be obtained from the federal

government . This however , fell through at the last minute . The

funds were finally provided by an individual whose only condition

to their provision was that he remain anonymous . By his

generosity , departure plans were finalized and the veterans ,

accompanied by the combined bands of their Regiment left Moss

Park Armoury on the 1st May .
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After a long bus ride to Montreal and an even longer flight to
Brussels , the entourage finally arrived , by bus yet again , at it's

destination - Apeldoorn . The veterans and their families went to

hotels or to the many Dutch families who opened their homes to

them in a marvellous gesture of friendship . The combined bands

moved on to their own billets which were the Military Police

barracks located on the outskirts of town . Fatigue was forgotten

when it was disclosed that a reception had been arranged at the

Apeldoorn branch of the Canadian Club a place which became the

base of operations , so to speak , for the various activities that the

Pipes & Drums engaged in .
The next morning began a series of days which closely resembled

a walking tour of Holland : Groenigen , Barneveld , Wilp and

Deventer . In each of these places , there was a parade , sometimes a

marchpast , and almost always a reception . The parades gave the

Pipes & Drums a new appreciation of the asphalted streets of

Toronto , One of the charms of the old world are the beautifully

cobblestoned streets . They're a delight to look at ; a great

discomfort to march on Travelling to these various engagements

was an adventure in itself Many of the locations which the buses

moved through had been hotly contested territory four decades.

ago . It was an eerie feeling being able to just sail across
the " Bridge

too Far" at Arnhem with refreshment in hand with the only risk

being that of the traffic ahead . In all the towns visited , there
were

pictures displayed in the windows of shops and public buildings

taken at the time just after the fighting . Local landmarks were easily

recognizable from the fact that little had changed in the way the

buildings were restored . The only real difference in the content was

the fact that , in the picture many of the stores were bombed out ;

there were disabled vehicles of all descriptions strewn about and the

street itself had piles of rubble high enough to make it almost totally

impassable . This was a stark contrast to the tidy present day image

of those same buildings with Canadian flags displayed , welcoming

the returning veterans . The culminating parade marking the official

liberation of Holland (similar to our 11 November ) took place on

the 6th May in Apeldoorn . The parade included almost every

veteran and Regimental Band present in Holland for the

anniversary . It was led by the combined bands and veterans of this

Regiment

Husman

Pipes & Drums marching past HRH Princess Margriet .
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The parade itself was a unique experience . Although it occurred
on a weekday many people took the day off work to come and be a
part of the celebration The result was that on the entire parade
route , and it was a long one the crowd was almost ten deep on each
side . Even the police who held the responsibility of crowd control .
were not prepared for such an attendance Rather than marching in
the standard combined block of eight per rank the combined
Bands were forced to string out to ranks of four and at some points
even twos to be able to push through the crush of people . Even the
reviewing stand was almost missed being totally hidden from view
by those who had gathered around it . Concluding the parade , many
bandsmen and almost all the veterans were walking flower shops .
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Mus
Pipes & Drums on City Square Apeldoorn .

Throughout the entire parade , people were throwing flowers ,
handing them to individual members as they went by or just simply
running up and stuffing it under a belt or fold in the tunic It's a
challenge marching with a bouquet of flowers stuck in one's tunic
collar ! The next day was the exact antithesis of the above
celebration - Grosbeck .
Grosbeek is one of the larger Canadian War Cemeteries . It was at

this place that the memorial service for those who couldn't march in
the above parade was set The Pipes & Drums were given a break
from their duties and participated in this ceremony as spectators .
The ceremonial was the responsibility of the band of the RCR with
a Guard of Honour from the Royal 22nd Regiment stationed in
West Germany . Along with the many Canadian dignitaries , the
ceremony was attended by Princess Margriet of the Netherlands .

She is also popularly known as the " Canadian Princess " as she was
born in Canada during the war.
The sight of the cemetery itself was daunting . It would be

relatively meaningless to state the number buried at this particular
site . The ordinary person can only think in terms of ones , a brother ,
a friend and so on When faced with the reality of walking through
seemingly countless blocks of headstones sixteen across and eight
deep , the mind is unable to register the magnitude of what is being
faced . Those who stopped and took the time to read the individual
inscriptions were to a certain extent able to reduce things to the
more manageable " ones " Each stone contains the serviceman's or
woman's service number name age regiment or service corps ,
date of death and a few lines from the family . The whole is
surmounted by a maple leaf or RCAF emblem at the very top . The
first thing one is struck by is the average age A large number were
only eighteen or nineteen . The next and most heart breaking item
was the cartouche of words from the family . Most of those buried in
this cemetery were killed in the closing days of the war . In fact , a few
were inscribed with dates subsequent to the official cessation of
hostilities . No sane individual ever wants to die in a war To be
amongst the last to die in Europe , although the worst situation for
the individual involved must have been devastating for the families
back home . The grief and in some cases bitterness was evident in
the short lines inscribed on each stone .

With the conclusion of the ceremony , remembrance of the past

was quickly replaced by the pressures of the present , the current
cast-west tensions time schedules and the need to get the maximum
contribution out of every National Defence budget dollar . The

Royal 22nd returned to their transports , donned combats and
webbing and headed straight out to their training exercise in the
field . The band of the RCR boarded buses in preparation for a tour
of Italy . The Pipes & Drums of this Regiment had a more leisurely
pace , resuming regular duties for the next day at Holten .
Holten was one of the main reasons the Pipes & Drums did not

play at Grosbeek . Except for one grave found at Grosbeek , the
general belief is that all those members of the Regiment killed in
North -West Europe are buried at Holten , another cemetery much
smaller than Grosbeek It was once said that the next worst thing to
losing a battle is winning it It was here at Holten that the very
personal cost of maintaining a Regimental tradition of achievement
could be seen . Amongst those interred at this cemetery is
Lieutenant Colonel MacKenzie one of the more celebrated
Commanding Officers and the only one in Regimental history to
have been killed in action He lies alongside the men he once led in
the field . The lack of differentiation between commissioned and
non -commissioned personnel is one of the hallmarks of
Commonwealth War Cemeteries Another more beautiful aspect
was the setting . Flowers were everywhere . Being May , tulips were
appropriately predominant The ceremony itself was brief ,
allowing the veterans as much time as possible for their own private
remembrances . In all cases , the sombre mood created by visiting
the graves of fallen comrades was dispelled by the friendship ofthe
many Dutch people in Apeldoorn and particularly those who put
so much effort into the functions at the Canadian Club .
There were no set engagements for the Pipes & Drums for the last

few days in Holland . This afforded each individual the opportunity
to sample the local culture . Within a short while , everyone was
scattered over the face of Holland It was quite remarkable that the
same number came back .

Cpl Cooperwhite surrounded by members of the Pipes & Drums at
Apeldoom City Hall . Photoreonty Funer

The return to Canada by no means meant the conclusion of
duties for the Pipes & Drums Within a few weeks of returning from
Holland with the combined bands Lieutenant Colonel Jensen said
farewell to the Regiment He handed his responsibilities over to
Lieutenant Colonel Mowat in order to advance to a higher level of
grief and aggravation .

This year was the 75th anniversary of the Royal Canadian Navy .

A member of this Regiment was involved in that too . Piper Clark
participated in the composite pipe band and was the lone piper on

one of the days the tour was in Toronto .
After serving such a raft of activities as discussed above , it was

with some relief that the Pipes & Drums returned to a more relaxed
schedule of regular Tuesday and Friday night practices formal
dismissals , weekend exercises , the ceremony of the season's first
home hockey game , the Santa Claus parade .... !



MILITARY BAND
by MCpl Murray JW

Autumn of 1985 finds the Military Band at the end of a year

characterized by traditions . Spring saw fifty bandsmen , pipers and

drummers , treading in the footsteps of their Regimental forefathers

along the grassy dykes and through the picturesque towns of

Northern Holland

From our host city of Apeldoorn a name best known from our
Regimental Battle Honours , the bands journeyed to , and

performed at , many sites familiar to those versed in Canadian

military history Special effort was made to ensure visits to
Grosbeek Canadian War Cemetery and Holten Cemetery the final

resting place of Colonel MacKenzie Here the long rows of
Canadian War Graves each with its personal message of loss and

sorrow , underlined for all present the costly and honourable nature

of our spiritual predecessor's commitment to their comrades and

country . Our brief memorial service on a sunny morning in May

granted new and deeper meaning to the faraway -sounding names

embroidered on the Regimental Colours and drove home , with a

special poignancy , the spirit of our Regimental motto DILEAS GU

BRATH .

Although the combined bands performed nearly every day , the

performance highlight of the entire excursion was without doubt

the Liberation Day Parade and Tattoo held in Apeldoorn on May

6th . From the 17th century palace of Het Loo the Massed Bands of
the 48th led the five mile long parade of veterans , vintage combat

vehicles , and regular force bands and marching units from both the

Dutch Army and the Canadian Forces through streets rendered all

but impassable by cheering crowds Dignitaries on the reviewing

stand included The Canadian Minister of Veterans Affairs , HRH

Princess Margriet of the Netherlands and the Joint Chiefs of Staff

of the NATO Alliance This emotional day of remembrance and

celebration concluded with a tattoo- a term originally derived

from the Dutch word taptoe in the central market place of
Apeldoorn where the Combined Bands of the Highlanders were

once again the star attraction .

Plutocry Its
MWO Brian MacInnes receiving bottle of rum from the Burgemeester .

Whether on parade or off , in the highways and byways of

Apeldoorn , bandsmen and veterans were overwhelmed by the

welcoming warmth of the Dutch people . Old and young alike

enthusiastically greeted the Canadian contingent as former

liberators . By the end of our stay however such previous

distinctions were eclipsed by newer , even more pleasant
memories .

They that had arrived celebrating past assistance , departed

celebrating newfound friendships . These international friendships ,
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and our new , vivid insights into one of the most celebrated epochs

of our Regimental history will always remain our most precious

souvenirs of our pilgrimage to the Netherlands .

Planteartes Hasion

At Apeldoom City Hall - being addressed by the Burgemeester.

In the Netherlands the members of the Military Band reaffirmed

the tradition of honour and service established by their Regimental

forefathers . Once at home we lost no time in establishing new

precedents for the future On July 17th the Military Band of the

48th Highlanders of Canada appeared in concert with female

musicians within its ranks for the first time in its ninety four year

history . This traumatic ground breaking performance at East

York Memorial Gardens was immensely successful and heralded

the acceptance of female bandsmen at all ofour traditional
summer

parks and CNE engagements Now after three months of service ,

even our most apprehensive " Old Guard" members agree that the

newcomers are a welcome addition .

It is appropriate at this point to extend a note of thanks to our

two stand in conductors Captain George MacRae ( retired ) 7th

Toronto Artillery and Mr. Roland White conductor of the

Cobourg Royal Marines Association Concert Band , who

undertook to lead the Band on very short notice during Captain

Hughes ' recent convalescence . Happily , "Captain Calamity " is

back on the job and in fine fettle at the time of writing In a similar

vein , congratulations are due Sergeant King on his recent

promotion to that exalted rank and Bandsman Liddle on the

occasion of his recent marriage .

Traditions , both old and new will continue to figure

prominently in the Military Band's immediate future . The

upcoming opening hockey game at Maple Leaf Gardens - our
yearly flirtation with icy death since the Gardens opened in 1933 --

and the Toronto Santa Claus Parade a trek akin to that of

Napoleon's Grande Armée on the way back in 1812 -
are old

Military Band traditions which absolutely refuse to fade away . The

upcoming release of a long -playing record album , Maple Leaf and

Thistle , recorded in conjunction with the Pipes and Drums,

represents what we hope will be the first of many
such vinyl

immortalizations . Featuring both traditional and contemporary

selections , this professional quality recording should be available in

plenty of time for Christmas gift -giving . What better way to

surprise those difficult -to -buy - for distant relatives and grumpy

CSMS and show your support for your bands at the same time ?

Despite the many recent changes and those still to come , one

tradition that will never dic is the Military Band's ninety four year

record of faithful service and unblemished professionalism .

Whether we are showing the flag at home or abroad or belting out

our National Anthem at formal dismissal we are and will remain .

dedicated Highlanders .
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SCOTLAND AND HOLLAND 1985
by Captain PI Wigle

Airborne ! On 12 July ten Cadets and three Officers were on their
way to Scotland and Holland It was hard to believe Exercise
Haggis Basher had materialized , and it was thanks to many donors ,
the Cadets themselves and the Dutch citizens that we ever
managed to get off the ground We were met at Edinburgh by Lt.
David Macmillan and CSM John McDonald of the Gordons and
taken directly to Barry Buddon near Dundee I should say here ,
that , en route , Tartan Special was sampled for the first , but not the
last , time . We were most fortunate to have the two Gordons
attached to us for our entire time in Scotland They proved to be
worth their weight in gold with their infinite patience and good
humour - not easy in the back of a minibus in a continuous
cloudburst

The Cadets at RHQ , the Gordon Highlanders

On arrival at camp , we were absorbed directly into camp routine
- at the beginning what with jet lag and good Scottish fresh sea air ,
staying awake proved to be an endurance test - but we managed .
Each day we were transported or walked or ran to an activity or
tourist site . We saw Dundee Perth Edinburgh Castle Aberdeen ,
Balmoral Castle , and the Lochnagar Distillery . The samples
provided were welcomed by one and all !!
The climb at Glen Clova was worth every gasp and the scenery

was out of this world in spite of the "scotch mist " We visited the

Royal Marine Commando Base at Arbroath and the cadets were
" barked through " the obstacle course . Everything at the double . Imay say they all did extremely well The day finished with a ride in a
Snow Cat , the all terrain vehicle extensively used by the British
Forces , particularly in Norway .
We were most impressed by the skills and expertise of the

Gordon Cadet Staff Most had been regular army or TA , and all
shared a deep commitment to the Cadets and the Cadet movement .
Our Cadets participated in all the activities , and found that the

Scottish cadet has more " military flavour " than the Canadian
cadet .

A farewell barbeque had the Canadians showing the Scots how
to "strip the willow " . The Gordons had no cadet pipers , so we
provided the music too .

On 21 July we took off for Amsterdam .

On arrival , the Cadets ' first words were they have tans here , the
sun must shine " However they soon found out that the tans had
been acquired by our Dutch hosts in Toronto the previous month .

(They had been visiting ! ) We stayed at Willem III barracks and
taken by minibus to Volendam Enkhuizen Leylstad , Elburg ,
Amsterdam , Holten and of course Apeldoorn itself and the
surrounding area .

Cadet Pipers playing in grounds of Het Loo Palace , Apeldoom . (in
background , maple tree planted in April 1945 after liberation )

There were four highlights in Holland . The first was visiting the
very sophisticated fire station where the cadets had fun , and
experience using the high pressure hoses which nearly knocked
them off their feet The other three visits were more sobering and
historically significant .
The first was a visit to Holten Canadian Military Cemetery where

the Cadets wandered through row upon row of Canadian graves ,
looking for , and recognizing , 48th Highlanders ' gravestones . A
beautiful , moving ceremony followed .
At Wilp , at the dyke on a rainy miserable windy day the battle

was described in detail by Colonel Henk Sterken recently retired
from the Dutch Grenadiers and a strong supporter and friend of
the 48th .

The last incident cemented the purpose of the trip to Holland .
Sitting in an intimate group , the Burgemeester of Apeldoorn , Mr
Beelaerts van Blokland , alongwith a former Burgemeester of
Apeldoorn shared what it was like to be young men during the
Nazi occupation - no schooling censorship little food suspicion ,
disappearance of family and friends In rapt attention , the Cadets
were able to grasp the undercurrent of courage , daring , and sense of
survival of the people of Apeldoorn .
Thanks to all who helped make our trip possible . It is an

experience none of us will ever forget .

INSURANCE
auto - home - business - life

John Stark & Company Limited

485-4439
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THE CADETS AT HOLTEN
by Major JA Brown CD

On Monday 22 July 1985 , the writer , alongwith Captain TW
White , Lieutenant PI Wigle and 10 Cadets visited the Canadian

Military Cemetery at Holten near Apeldoorn We were

accompanied by the Burgemeester of Apeldoorn , with some of his

Council , and by the Burgemeester of Holten's Deputy , with some

of his Council .
Knowing in advance that we would be visiting the cemetery , we

had arranged to have a wreath made for laying on the grave of
Lieutenant Colonel Donald A MacKenzie DSO , representing the

19 Highlanders buried in Holten .

Jean
The Cadet wreath on the grave of LCol D Mackenzie DSO .

It was a " gey dreich " day , raining , chilly , overcast and generally

miserable . Rather than hold a service which he did not feel

qualified to do this writer had decided to give a short talk at the

gravesides , and this is outlined now.

"Mr Burgemeester , Members of the Councils of
Apeldoorn and Holten Cadets of the 48th Highlanders -

we are here this morning to honour the memory of the 19

48th Highlanders who were killed in action in and around

Apeldoorn in April 1945 .
We are also here to honour the memory of the many

Dutch men and women who were killed defending their

homeland against the Nazi invader .
Today is very unique in that this is the first time ever

that a contingent of 48th Cadets has visited a military

cemetery , and it is very fitting that the first one they visit

should be a Canadian cemetery in which are buried 48th

Highlanders . As we stand here we remember the

Highlanders who made the supreme sacrifice in the

liberation of Holland .

As a result of their action in this theatre of war our
Regiment was awarded it's final Battle Honour

"APELDOORN " , and the name is emblazoned on our

Regimental Colour.
The bond between our Regiment and Holland has got

stronger over the years , and now , 40 years later , you

young Highlanders are witnessing another significant

chapter in the friendship which continues to develop

between our two peoples .
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I will in a moment be laying a wreath on the grave of
Lieutenant Colonel Donald MacKenzie but first I would

like to remind you that this is being placed in memory of

ALL Highlanders who are buried here .

We hope that such a war will never occur again but ifit
does , I know that you will be as ready as they were , to

defend freedom " .
Prior to the wreath being laid the 3 Cadet pipers played

"Flowers of the Forest " and then the Cadets placed a small

Canadian flag on each of the graves .
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Plesy B

At the going down of the sun , and in the moming, WE WILL

REMEMBER THEM .

At the conclusion of the ceremony , and during the playing of

"Highland Laddie " Dutch fighters roared overhead Because the

weather delayed our timings , this had to be coincidence .
Or was it? I wonder .

CANADIAN FORCES SMALL ARMS
COMPETITIONS '85
by Sgt MacKay F

Again this year , I was the only 48th Highlander to be selected to

compete for CMA in the CFSAC competitions held in Connaught

National Ranges in Ottawa . Although it was disappointing that the

other people I had nominated to accompany me as part of the team

were unable to attend due to supposedly more important taskings ,
the team soon got down to some very rigorous training in June and

July in CFB Borden . Thousands of rounds were expended by the

rifle , C2 , C3 , SMG and pistol teams , and the team quickly reached a

sharp state of readiness for competitions

In Ottawa , the CMA contingent did extraordinarily well in

competitions against other national militia districts , the regular

force , DCRA and the outstanding British Army Rifle Team . CMA

personnel claimed the best overall pistol shot award , several

individual aggregate awards and numerous individual match

plaques ( 18 in all) , as well as three people who placed in the " Forces

Fifty" best shots in the Canadian Forces .

The shoot was a great success this year , and we can only hope

units will allow more of their better shots to come out .

During the shoot , the regular army's Small Arms Studies and

Evaluation team presented models of the new Canadian infantry

small arms to the competitors for comments and evaluation . While

most of the shooters seemed to like the retention of the full

automatic selector on the M16A2 and C8 Carbine most of the
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comments ranged from disappointment to utter disgust . If thebreech block is not kept drenched in oil , the weapon will invariably
seize up . The much balleyhooed new 5.56 x 45mm SS109 cartridge
developed for higher power in the M16A2 proved to be utterly
ineffective at ranges beyond 300 metres , and the stopping power of
such a tiny round was seriously questioned .
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Photo
BGen DA Pryer congratulates Sgt MacKay on winning one of
the matches .

It seems the army bought a few hundred M203 40mm grenade
launchers which may be attached underneath any C7 with a dime or
screwdriver . All the launchers were brand new with serial numbers
in the XM0000001 range . Although no grenades were fired , the
weapon seemed to handle very well indeed . Much to our
disappointment , we found out that the M203s had just been bought

for evaluation the army will NOT be buying the weapon .

It was very interesting to look at weapons from Australia and
New Zealand , but the British Army Rifle Team astounded everyone
by unveiling their new sniper rifle , the Accuracy International , in
both silenced and standard configurations , for the first time in
public . The weapon fires a sub -sonic 7.62 cartridge that makes a
sound no louder than a kiss in the silence mode Looking more like
a .22 caliber match rifle than a sniper weapon it is extremely
accurate and light , and the many ingenious features of the weapon
impressed all who came in contact with it.

British Army's new "Accuracy International " sniper rifle . Silenced
version in rear.

Finally , although I didn't get to fire it personally , the FN Minimi
which will replace the C2 seemed to be an extraordinarily efficient
and smooth firing weapon - not a single jam in six crates of ammo .
It is equipped with a quick change barrel and can be fed from
standard 30 round M16A2 magazines or belt fed from an efficient
but flimsy 200 round drum . The only drawback of the weapon
would appear to be the silly little .223 microcalibre round which did
well only at short ranges .
The general opinion of all the shooters present was that we are

making a mistake in exchanging our venerable 7.62 rifles for this
trendy microcalibre American stuff .
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JUNIOR RANKS ' MESS
by Cpl Coffey A , PMC

Another year has passed , and it hadbeen a good year for the Mess
with a lot going on Last February the Mess adopted a new
Constitution , and much of the credit for this must go to MCpl
Darling who spent a considerable amount of time on this project .
The new Constitution having been accepted , we went straight into
an election in March The former PMC and VPMC ,MCpls Darling
and Alkema stepped down and Cpls Coffey and Edwards were
elected PMC and VPMC respectively , with MCpl Smythe
remaining on as Treasurer .

For the first time in many years , members of the Mess have been
sent overseas to join the United Nations Peacekeeping Force .

MCpls Alkema and Recce are currently serving with 2RCHA in
Cyprus on a nine month tour.
As many of you will have noticed , we have been sprucing up the

Mess . We have acquired a fair bit of furniture panelled the walls ,

put in a couple of video games and will have finished painting by the
time this issue is published in December .

Among notable occasions this year was the Change ofCommand
parade and subsequent party . The latter was a smashing success ,
and lasted well into the early hours of the next day .
Events coming up in the new year include a pre winter

indoctrination party in February the election in March (so start
thinking about who you want on your Committee next year , and a

golf tournament in spring )

Until then , keep supporting your Mess and have a good new

year .

OFFICERS MESS
by Major JA Brown CD , PMC

1985 started with a bang on New Year's morning ( in the middle

of one of the winter's worst storms of rain freezing rain sleet , snow
and general misery ) with breakfast being served at 0730- the cooks

(Associate Officers ) having arrived at 0500 !
We had a very successful Burns ' Dinner in January , and an

equally successful dinner/dance in June . A Christmas
dinner /dance is coming up in early December .

We were pleased to welcome several new junior Officers , and sad
to say farewell to others . Captain Don Finnamore , RCR , was
moved on to pastures new and in his place we welcome Captain

Rick Cunningham PPCLI To both Don and Rick , we were /aredelighted to have you as " temporary " Highlanders .

The Ruthven kilt being presented .
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Two "old timers " who finally hung up their feather bonnets were

Captain Ed Ruthven and Sergeant Bill Cook , our Mess Steward of
many years Ed had been Mess Treasurer for the last nine years , and

after more than 50 years ' service , decided to call it quits . At the June
dinner , he was presented with a Ruthven tartan kilt from his

brother officers Bill Cook joined the Regiment in 1938 as a

drummer , and rounded out his 48th career as our very competent

Steward We will miss them both .

Sgt Cook receiving his mug from the PMC.

Three officers " took the plunge " this year , Mark Bossi , Jim

MacMillan and George Turner Congratulations to the six of you .

It seems that we have had a superfluity of free drinks this year - in

honour of babies arriving marriages promotions both military

and civilian , transfers , birthdays , and just about any other reason

individuals could invent for the " honour " of buying a free round .

Comes the reckoning at mess bill time !
In October we held a very successful auction of uniforms donated

by Associate Officers . $ 750 was raised in a very short time , and this

amount is now in a special account , to be used solely for the benefit

of 48th Veterans in Sunnybrook Hospital

To ALL Highlanders no matter where they may be from all
members of the Mess a very happy Christmas and a prosperous

and happy New Year.

FROM THE PADRE
by Capt the Reverend R Horst

It's hard to believe a year and a half can pass by so quickly , but it

has been that long since I became involved with the 48th . It's been a

fascinating eighteen months if for no other reason than there's

never been a dull moment . ( One thing you can say about the militia

- it'll keep you as busy as you allow it to ) .
Nevertheless , it has been a valuable time for me because it has

brought into sharper focus a whole new reality of life ; the

responsibility which our society entrusts to ordinary people like

you and me to protect the interests and secure the future of all

citizens within our land Sometimes a burden like that can cause

those entrusted to live beyond themselves to assume a greater

power than is justly theirs . That is the ever -present threat , and it

must be kept before us in order to prevent the temptation of itfrom
causing us to forget our democratic responsibilities within our

society .
As much as we believe we have something worth protecting , we

must never assume that ours is the best and only path of life for
those around us . This country's strength is its diversity . We come

forward to protect not just the things known and loved by us , but

also those things which are meaningful and essential to others .

Sometimes we are tempted to lose sight of that because life's

demands make us yearn for uniformity and simplicity . But life's

fullest potential is achieved only when individual freedoms are

allowed for freedom's sake .
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It is important and
even necessary for us to open our minds ifwe

desire to truly grow as human beings All that is good in the
Highlander recognizes the absolute need of this . Our world can

learn how to live in peace and harmony , and not because it is

legislated among us but because it is the only acceptable course we

can choose with any hope of maintaining our dignity .

CONTINUING SERGEANTS ' ASSOCIATION
by RQMS George Jeffrey (retired )

As this issue of the Falcon is coming out in December , it is a very

good opportunity to wish all members of the 48th Family the very

best of the Festive Season , with a special greeting to our friends

overseas in the Gordons .
Since the last writing we have lost just one ofour members , RSM

Bill Stewart . Bill will be missed by all who knew him . Our
condolences go out to his family with the assurance - we will
remember him .

As stated in previous issues the main function of the Continuing

Sergeants has been to relieve the Active Mess of some of the

administrative duties and also some of the social functions which

take place from time to time So with that in mind we ran the

Annual Stag Night on the 15th March and a Ladies ' Night on the

15th June . Both evenings were enjoyed by those attending .

At time ofwriting we are working on a Ladies ' Night for the 23rd

November and also our most important contribution , the

background work on the Annual Mess Dinner on 19th October .

Coming up will be assisting the Mess in preparing for the New Year

Levée on 1 January 86. It is gratifying to see that the Mess

Committee is determined to return to , and maintain the day in the

old traditions .
This will close with a request to all senior NCOs to come on down

and visit us . After all , it is your Home away from Home.

IODE
by Jane Read

What an exciting year 1985 has been ! In February of this year we

saw the retirement of Mrs W Turner as the Regent of the IODE .

Mrs Turner served eight years as Regent and was awarded a life

time membership to the chapter . Mrs C Harding has taken over the

position as Regent after holding many positions in the chapter

most recently that of Vice Regent .
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At the time of writing , preparations are currently underway for
the IODE Appreciation Day on September 28. This day is a
celebration for IODE chapters all across Canada --our 85th
Birthday . We will be having booths set up with baked goods to raise

money to help feed the needy in the Toronto area .
NEWS FLASH ...Mark down Wednesday , January 29/86 in

your calendars right now in red ink . Something that you won't want
to miss is the IODE Card Night This event is open to all members

of the family and should be fun for all The location will be the
Sergeants Mess Time is still to be determined

Many events were still to be determined for 1986 at the time of
writing . Rest assured , it should be an exciting one We at the IODE
would like to take this opportunity to wish you a very Merry
Christmas and a healthy and Happy New Year .

LADIES ' AUXILIARY
by Jean Gibb , President

Another year has passed and time once more for a news bulletin
for the Ladies ' Auxiliary . Must get my " thinking cap" on to recall

the most important happenings during 1985 , since we did not have
an issue of The Falcon in June of this year Last year we had the
visit of Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II which was the most
important event in 1984 to cover , and one which still remains in my
memory as a very special occasion .
This year I would have to say it was the Change of Command on

May 31st This was a most colourful and spectacular show It was
so beautiful to see all our men out on the Parade Square in their
different uniforms - the Officers and Regiment , the Bands , the Drill
Team , and our young Cadets . The bands playing and the men and

women on parade is something very worthwhile to watch . Not
forgetting , of course , the most important part of the evening , the

Change of Command from LCol AW Jensen CD to L.Col HWG
Mowat CD , who I am sure will perform all his duties in a very
proficient manner , as did LCol Jensen . We all wish him the very
best of luck
The Ladies ' Auxiliary , as usual has had a very busy and active

year . We catered for approximately 16 functions ( Regimental
dinners , Weddings Dart Banquets from January until the
beginning of September so that kept the Ladies who worked on
these functions hopping I must say August was the only month we
had a break , so this allowed the Ladies to enjoy their weekends and
have some relaxation In March we held our annual Bazaar and
Bake Sale , which I think I can say was the most successful ever .
This success was attributed to the organization and hours of

planning put into it by our Vice President Mrs Margaret Attwells .

" Thank You Marg for a job well done " Before commencing this
project Marg set a target figure of 2,000 and I must say when it was
all over she had exceeded her goal A big " thank you also to all the
other Ladies who participated in this project . September is here and
we are back in business once again . Our meetings have commenced
and we are in the process of planning our upcoming functions from
now till the year end .
Our Past President , Life Members and Executive Annual Dinner

will be held on 28th September and we are looking forward to this
as it is always a lovely occasion and enables us to socialize with

many of the Ladies we do not see too often during the year and also
to welcome new Life Members into the group Our guests of honour
this year will be Mr R Harding , President of the Old Comrades
Association , and his friend Mrs Mary Stephens , Captain AE
Ruthven , Chairman of the Life Members Association , and his wife

Dorothy , the Regent of the IODE Mrs Marg Harding , and her
husband Chuck , also Welfare Convener for the IODE , Mrs Lillian
White
Other events on our calendar are - Headquarters Support Dinner

in October , Remembrance Day Weekend (November ) Ladies '

Auxiliary Cocktail Party , (November ) , Christmas Dinner Dance ,
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Children's Christmas Party , and other outside bookings . So as you
all can see, we have a pretty full schedule to be taken care of before
1986 rolls around .

Another enjoyable event I attended was the D Day Dodgers
Reunion held in Orillia , 10 /11 /12/May . The 48th Highlanders ofCanada was well represented by our Drill Team , and some of our
Veterans also were on parade A group of the Ladies Auxiliary got
together and hired a special bus for the Saturday celebrations . I was
up for the full weekend and thoroughly enjoyed my time there . We
were made most welcome by the Royal Canadian Legion people .

Our Ladies Auxiliary also held a Social Evening during May and
invited the Ladies from the various Royal Canadian Legions
around the City , and Sutton to attend We had a good turnout of
Ladies from the Legions , also our own Ladies and it was a most
enjoyable evening .

I would like also to mention the passing of one of our Past
Presidents . Mrs Thelma Dusomme , in June of this year . Thelma
had quite a large family also many grandchildren At Christmas
time and New Year, Thelma always turned up at our dances with a
large following . We will all miss her this year .

I would like to thank the members of my Executive Committee

for their loyal support and assistance rendered to me during my
term as President 1984 and 1985 Without these Ladies and some

of our General Members who are always willing to donate so much

of their private time , we would not be such a successful group . Their
willingness to participate makes everything so much easier and I
certainly have appreciated that Thank you all very much , Ladies !

My thanks also to other members of the Regimental Family who
have given us assistance when required in the past Also to Mr R
Harding , President Old Comrades ' Association with whom we
work closely , andMr Bob Laverne , Chief Bar Steward and his staff ,
who , behind the scenes help the Ladies out on many occasions .
My term of two years as President of the Ladies ' Auxiliary will be

completed at the end of 1985. I must say it has been a great honour

for me to serve in this position , and I have enjoyed this time .
Since this issue of The Falcon will be published at Christmas ,

would like to wish each and every member of our " Big Family" a
very Merry Christmas and a very Happy , Healthy and Prosperous

New Year .
Thank you all very much , I will still be around !

LIFE MEMBERS
by Capt AE Ruthven EM ( retired )

As Jim Rae once said " A 48th Highlander disna feel sad when he
reaches 65 - he is just beginning a new life down at the Club " Yes,
this June we celebrated our 7th anniversary as , on 26 June 1978 , the
first meeting was held having been started through the efforts of
Bernie Whyte , Jim Brannan Al Young and Jim Rae . At last count
we had 216 on our rolls with an average attendance of 44 per
meeting . By the way , we have the three Sershalls with us now , so all
is well in heaven .
This report would not be complete without mention of the night

we entertained the Ladies ' Auxiliary in November 1984 which
unfortunately did not make the deadline for the last Falcon It was
a night to end all nights , when after a very fine dinner all prepared ,
mind you , by those graduates of the culinary arts in company
cookhouse of the 48th we were entertained by The Invictones a 30

man group of talented musicians and singers . Well , the good ladies
were standing on the chairs so great was the show and soon all hell
broke loose Say no more Great night !

With elections on 7 January 85 we started off our year . The first
casualty was the March 4th meeting which was wiped out by the
worst snow storm in 40 years The April luncheon with our ladies
was most successful - 78 in all attended . They saw what it takes to
have a business meeting completed in less than an hour , then the
piano lid up , and the bar open without a note or spilling a drop .
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Early May saw a group of us in Holland to attend the " We do

Remember " trip One can honestly say it was a week none ofus will
ever forget , as we witnessed the people of Apeldoorn pour out their

feelings and gratitude to Canadians for liberating them in 1945. It
was unbelievable . Needless to say , we had the opportunity to

honour our dead left behind in cemeteries each grave tenderly

cared for by the children of Holland To fill in the rest ask Mike
George Bud Lloyd JB Smith Herb Pike Al Panting Sam

Farndon , Ross Stewart , Don McCron or Bob Harding . While we
were visiting the Netherlands Bill Elms was in Italy for the same

reason .
Right after all this there was the " D " Day Dodgers Reunion in

Orillia sponsored by the Legion May 10 11 and 12. It was 48th
Highlanders ' year , so a good number of our members attended this

well run , enjoyable weekend .

At Branch 22 RCL on 9 June a strong delegation attended the

Len Falkner appreciation day . As any OF knows Len has been a
dedicated Highlander for longer than any of us can remember For
years , he was one of the king -pins who guided us all in the art of
firing at the ranges Keep in there Len He will be 93 soon .
All is not " party time " with our group A generous donation was

made to the 48th Cadets to assist in their trip to Scotland to visit our

allied regiment the Gordons Further we are in our second grant

from New Horizons from which over 40,000 has been received .

This is put to good use namely muscum renovations new piano .

OFFICERS ' ASSOCIATION
by Major JA Brown CD President

The main event every year of the Association is of course the

Annual Dinner in April . This year our Guest of Honour was

Colonel Trumbull Warren OBE who gave his inimitable talk on
the German surrender in May 1915. This coming April , our
Speaker is Lieutenant Colonel lan Douglas CM CD , QC and I
am sure we will have an equally successful evening . Mark down
Saturday , 12 April in your calendar .
The main goal of your Association this year to attempt to

contact the many former officers of the Regiment who have not
been heard of for many years To this end Major Tim McVittic

and Lieutenant Leo Cassaday are painstakingly going through

old Part II orders for their names and last known
addresses and

then a letter will be sent out asking them to consider again

becoming part of the 48th Family . If you know of any such

officers , please contact me direct .

You will remember that some months ago I requested all of
you to look in your cupboards for bits and pieces of uniform

which could still be used The response was tremendous and

with the donors ' permission , we auctioned off all items in the

Mess and raised the sum of 750 in two hours This whole

amount has been placed in a special account and is being used

solely for 48th Veterans in Sunnybrook Hospital With your
cooperation , we intend to do this annually until all your
cupboards are bare So please if you have anything 18th which
can be used again , with the Vets getting the proceeds , please

contact the writer .
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movie projector and screen , typewriter , dart boards , camera and

film , kitchen supplies , postage , stationery , bus trips and lastly a

substantial payment to assist the OCA club in obtaining new

carpet . Everyone benefits .

Warriors ' Day at the CNE 17 August saw a strong group of us on
parade . Then on 16 October we visited with our ladies , Dundurn

Castle and Museum in Hamilton after lunch at the local Legion .

Further , on 13 November we welcomed Branch 66 RCL to our club .

to visit the " new look " museum The Muscum Committee has done

a fantastic job to make ours one of the finest in the country .

Harry Ross still does a great service of visiting the sick

Highlanders and reporting back . John Taylor , as ever , keeps the

LCB so solvent Art Connor is the best there is he handles our

money as if it were his own while Cam Fraser as secretary , never

ceases to amaze us all Bert Whitesmith at the piano never lets us

down and Dorothy Brannan makes the finest sandwiches in town .

Thank you all .

We do not forget those who left us in 1985 :

C WilcockDon Craig

AE Bennett W Taylor
T MooreN Williams

"At the going down of the sun and in the morning we will
remember them " .

If you think old soldiers " fade away " try getting one into his old uniform

Highland Honours tor Colonel Trumbull Warren LCol Bill
Jensen PMC, Brig Peter Graham (Gordon Highlanders BGen Peter

Cameron LCol Bob Darling
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OLD COMRADES' ASSOCIATION
by R Harding , President

The year 1985 has been one of great importance to me in my

capacity as President of the 48th Highlanders Old Comrades
Association . I would like to take this opportunity to relate to you
some of the events which took place on our recent trip to
commemorate the 40th Anniversary of the Liberation of Holland .
Important to all Highlanders were two small monuments which

were erected in memory of the crossing of the Ijssel River April 13 ,
1945. One was erected at the village of Grossel and was unveiled by

Mr JH Jansen , an underground fighter and Captain Ted Ruthven

of the 48th Highlanders The other was erected across the river at

Voorst and was unveiled by a lady underground fighter and

Sergeant Herb Pike of the 48th Highlanders At this point Ireceived a gold medallion on behalf of all 48th Highlanders from
the town of Twello which is now on display in our Regimental

Museum at our Club I do not have the space nor the ability to

describe how the Dutch people show their appreciation , however ,

simply put they feel that we are " Number One ".

center R Hauling

Old Comrades at the Ijssel River .

Our Regimental Museum at the Club is outstanding due to the

hard work that the Committee has done to maintain it As we all
know , our membership is being divided by those who have passed

on and the rest , most of whom are now Life Members It is our duty
as Members of the OCA to keep our Association together and I ask

all of you for your help in all of our endeavours . One of these is our
Reunion in May of 1986- our 95th Anniversary .

The date for our 95th Anniversary will be May 23 , 24 and 25 ,

1986 , and we are in motion Your Reunion Committee will consist

of:
Chairman Lt Col W Jensen

Secretary D Burr
Treasurer J Wear
Regimental Rep Capt K McBey

Sub -Committees

Catering & Bar L Trudelle
Mrs J Gibb
Mrs M Attwells

B DanceSouvenirs

Publicity

Registration
R Harding
Mrs M Harding
Mrs L White
AE RuthvenLottery
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At this time of writing we have had one meeting on September 4 ,

1985 , with others scheduled . Some of us will probably be a step

slower than before , but all with great enthusiasm for the occasion .

Old Comrades at Paul Cleal's 100th birthday .

I am sure you all will be glad to know that we have already come

to grips with one major decision " how should we handle this

special event " - should it be the " right way " , or should it be the
"Army way " The decision was unanimous the Army way it is We
had your best interests at heart and we felt it would be difficult for
you to handle an " error free " reunion ! You can be assured now that

our schedule , which details times for every happening each day .

may not happen at exactly the time registered . However , every

event planned for the day will happen on that day . Ifnot , we'll do it
the next.... You just can't go too far wrong doing it the " Army
way " .
We also have a plus for this reunion At our September General

Meeting it was voted to have the "May '86 " meeting changed to
May 22, 1986. Hopefully , for you "out of towners " it will give you
an opportunity to attend and see what's happening at your Club .

So , that three day get -together could work out to be four days . A
pleasant thought ....
We are very hopeful for a maximum turnout , and while your

Committee will do their utmost to reach everyone you fellows
could make it " really big " if everyone would just contact and bring
along one "buddy " What a contribution that would be !

Remember , one does not have to be a Club member to participate -

just Dileas , having had service in the Regiment . We have started

now , and a quota of "one " extra from each of you will help to make
this reunion among one of the best.

It is our intention to keep you posted monthly on those members

who have committed to attend Also this list will include all Club
members who are eligible to attend . We'll keep you informed and

even though we haven't quite made it in the past couple of reunions ,
600 - SIX HUNDRED - 600 " seems like a good target Let's make
our day ! Get crackin ' with that duty you have " Volunteered " for !

BRING A BUDDY !
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PIPES & DRUMS ASSOCIATION
by Sgt Tucker ERL , CD ( retired )

Once again a hearty " hello " from the 160 plus ex- P & D members

on our present rolls . Our association begins its twelfth year ,

incidentally in April 1986 which also happens to be our regiment's

95th Anniversary year . At this writing the actual reunion dates had

not been determined however you'll hear about them soon and we

do hope as many Dileas types as possible will be on hand to

celebrate No. 95....only 5 years to our century mark - imagine !

Maybe plans are afoot to update our regimental
history from where

Kim Beattie left off ( 1956 ) to 1991 ? Let us hope so . The past 35

years , while not spectacular deserve to be recorded .

As usual , the vast spread of our membership
across Canada and

several other countries prevent occasional general getogethers ,

limiting such to two major ones each year .... our Annual
Dinner in

March again went off quite well with Sergeant " Scottish
Banner "

Bill Cockburn of the Tor Scots doing a great job as our guest

speaker . Our Annual Wine and Cheese (which
includes the ladies ,

bless'em ) is in the offing as we write in advance of

deadline .... scheduled for November 17 this year in the Sergeants

Mess and always a good afternoon Unfortunately our quarterly

newsletters missed a couple of times this year and for this our

apologies ....hopefully we'll do better in 1986!

catery 1.

Members of the Pipes & Drums "at home " - 1975.

The serving band's column will update the reader in
that respect

but we must mention here that we hope Pipe Major Reay Mackay ,

who suffered a heart attack in the late summer is coming along

well. Three of our own members , Merv Allan
Roddy Grant and

Ken Rennie were also hospitalized earlier this year - we wish them a

speedy recovery . A word to all members - let
us hear from you

occasionally so we can keep everyone updated in our newsletters

and , of course , in Major Brown's
continually excellent FALCON

every December .
Our link with the Gordons , of course

means much to every 48th

Highlander and we recently reread a magnificent
account of the

Gordon Highlanders and the epic Highland Division in the battle

for Germany during World War II. This is
an ARROW paperback

reprinted for the last time in 1968 and now probably out-of-print .

Maybe your second hand book store could help . The book's a

classic ! Written by Lt Col Sir Martin Lindsay (who was CO ofthe

1st Gordons for some time ) the story is an account of
the regiment

from its landing on the beaches of Normandy and its advance

across Europe to the shores of the Baltic Sea .

Many are the quotes we could make , but
one in particular caught

our eye and we wondered how many FALCON readers were aware

of the circumstances surrounding the first " Thomas Atkins" .... let

Lt Col Lindsay tell the story ....
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"While driving down a road I wondered whether the Duke of

Wellington's Regiment still had "Boxtel " on their colours . It may
have been replaced by some more illustrious

Battle Honour , yet this

little known action in an obscure Dutch town is as richly

associated with the traditions of the British Army and Waterloo or

Mons , for it was here that the first Thomas
Atkins gained his

immortal renown " .

"In September , 1794 the 33rd Foot under Arthur Wellesley

repelled a savage French attack at Boxtel
Thomas Atkins , a soldier

of 20 years ' service and the right -hand man of the Grenadier

Company , lay with a bayonet wound in his chest and a bullet in his

lungs , his course almost run . Wellesley
moved to the side of the

dying soldier who , seeing the grief on his
young Colonel's face ,

gasped out " It's all right , sir . It's all in a
day's work " !

" Half a century later , the aged Duke of
Wellington stood on the

ramparts of Walmer Castle with an officer who had come down

from Whitehall with papers for the signature of the Commander

in -Chief , among which was the pro -forma of a new document

relating to soldiers ' pay which , as a matter of
courtesy , was to be

referred to the Duke with the request for a name typical of the

common soldier to be inserted as the specimen signature .
Could His

Grace suggest a name ?

"Wellington moved forward to the ramparts and stood for some

time in silence gazing out to sea Perhaps those dimming eyes

looked back across the blood -drenched slopes of Waterloo , the

broken mountains of the Pyrenees , the ragged sierras of Spain ,
the

olive groves and corkwoods of Portugal , and the torrid plains of

India ; but it was on none of these that
his memory lingered ".

"After a long pause , he turned and replied " Private Thomas

Atkins" . His mind had gone back as the minds of old soldiers often

do , to the early days of his compaigning , to Boxtel ; where Private

Atkins himself had now returned once more to conclude the trivial

business of dying and win anew his immortality ".
And so ends our trip "Down Memory

Lane " courtesy of Lt Col

Lindsay of the Gordons .... interesting
indeed .

In closing , a happy holiday season and a "guid " 1986 to you

all.... to Pipe and Drums Association Members your 1986

membership invoices will have gone in the mail likely by the
time

you receive this issue of the FALCON .... as always we look for your

support for another DILEAS year ! Cheers !

ST ANDREW'S CHURCH
by Rev Dr Michael Farris

LIVING UP TO THE PAST

I wonder if
being a young minister in an old traditional church is

like joining a regiment like the 48th
Highlanders . Both Church and

Regiment are so rich in tradition and past accomplishments that it

makes it very hard to believe that any of
us today can " live up to the

past " .

I am not
entirely sure what that phrase should mean . You may

remember the 1960s when everything traditional was suspect .

Living up to the past was the last thing
to do ! Now , it seem

s
, the

opposite is true . Perhaps , because present and
future seem so

unpromising , it is tempting to celebrate only the past , but I doubt if
that is what it means to " live up to the past " .

The truth , I think
, is somewhere in between . Tradition is in many

ways like the roots of a tree . It is where we
come from and what

makes us what we are . We never escape that . But
even more , roots

no growth , then the
exist only for the sake of growth . If there
roots are without purpose and die . I am

convinced our traditions

are like that. Without tradition , we have little direction or

character , but without some change and growth in the
present ,

those roots do not serve their purpose .
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It is this last task which is the tough one for minister and soldier .

" Living up to the past " means nothing less than living in the present
taking our sense of direction and vitality from the great traditions

of the past . For me as a minister it is allowing the great stories of
the past to live in the present and even more through those who live

in the present For the soldier in the 48th I expect the same is true ;

committed to the past but even more firmly committed to being

that tradition for today . May that be the shared goal of Church and

Regiment in 1986 and beyond .

電 收⾳
nunter MG

St Andrew's Church Girls Pipe Barsd cirea 1945

St. Andrew's Presbyterian
FOUNDED 1830

The Regimental Church of
The 48th Highlanders of Canada

Since 1891

Service at 11 A.M. each Sunday

Corner of King and Simcoe Sts.,

75 Simcoe St. , Toronto M4K 1L8
Tel .- 593-5600
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PAUL CLEAL SENIOR - 100 years old
by Sergeant Al Young ( retired )

I know him well, and remember him as one of the good shots of
the 48th Highlanders rifle team .

As a teenager . I went to Long Branch ranges every Saturday ,
every year , with my father to mark targets . In this way , I came to
know all our firers , and many from other units too . I joined the
Regiment in September 1923 and started shooting at Long Branch

in 1924. At that time Paul Cleal was shooting very well in

regimental matches so in 1925 he decided to shoot with the

" major leaguers " .

Paul Cleal in 1916 .

He made a good name for himself immediately at the Ontario

Rifle Association matches at Long Branch and also at the DCRA
matches at Connaught Ranges in Ottawa His good shooting and
comradeship continued well into the 30s .
Although he never made the Bisley team he made it in the hearts

of all other firers . He enjoyed the matches - and just as much , the
fun he had at the various meets .

And in 1985

We old shooters remember him with affection and wish him
continuing good health .

Note from the Editor - Paul from the Commanding Officer and all
ranks of the active Battalion congratulations on your 100th birthday ,
and " lang may yer lum reek ".
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LEONARD JAMES FALKNER
a true Highlander

Our article today honours a comrade who is soldier , artist , man

of many other accomplishments in his 92 years -but above all a

gentleman .

LEONARD JAMES FALKNER was educated in England and

was only six years old when his father died At 15 Len emigrated to

Canada with his mother and three brothers and , on stepping off the

SS Lake Champlain at Toronto in April 1908 was amazed to see

the ruins from the great fire of that year - from Front Street to Bay
Street and well beyond George Street .

He worked on a variety of farms during winter and at a
downtown hardware store in summer then worked at a foundry

and rubber factory .
Came the 1914-18 war and Len was by 1916 serving in France

with the 48th Highlanders where his older brother Harry , quickly

"claimed " him from the 19th Battalion to the 15th Battalion Still

another brother was serving in France and the Falkner family

sacrifice started when this younger brother , Allen , was killed at

Vimy Ridge .
Len himself went "over the top " three times - at Amiens , at Hill

70, and at the slaughter which came to be known as The -Battle -of
Paschendacle .
Mercifully , Private Len Falkner was never wounded He recalls

that in one day's battle (June 3 ) well over 1,000 men from one

Battalion went over the top " By nightfall , only 320 men ,

including Private Falkner answered the roll-call .

Hit by sickness Len was sent on convalescence to England for a

short spell and then returned not to Ypres but to the Somme .

rejoining the 48th He stayed in France until war's end and returned

to Canada in 1919 .

The next year , he married his wife Phyllis in the Church of the

Resurrection , Woodbine Avenue They raised two sons now

deceased) and a daughter There are now eleven grandchildren and

eight great grandchildren .

As an artist , Len worked 41 years with sign -makers , EL Ruddy
Company , before retiring in 1961 .

He painted many pictures , including one to be seen in Branch 22.

His many talents included carpentry and gardening . People visited

and admired the beautiful flowers in the Falkner garden .

Keen on darts Len was on the Legion's Ontario Team .

Len had joined the Canadian War Veterans ' Association in 1919

on coming home from the war and joined the Canadian Legion in
January 1927 where he served on many committees and was

President , First -Vice and Second Vice President plus on the Zone

Committee in the early 1930s all told , Len served for 54 years .

In recognition Len was made a Life Member was awarded the

Certificate of Merit and the Legion Meritorious Service Medal .

Branch 22 started with land donated by the Township , and with a

huge mortgage of 250,000 to build the premises Len recalls that

this mortgage was paid off completely in two years by holding

functions and much volunteer work . He now says : " this was a

feather in our cap " .
But Len's years of Legion work could not have been done alone .

His wife , Phyllis was a tireless worker for the Branch She was on

the Ladies ' Auxiliary and became its President for four years . Of
strong character , she disliked bad language and firmly stopped

anyone using it . Even Len says : "My wife used to call me Len or

Dad.... but when she called me Leonard I knew I was in the

doghouse !!! " .

In these years , rifle -shooting became a very important interest

for Len . When the Second World War broke out , he resigned as

Branch President (but not from the Legion ) and when the army said

he was too old , Len joined the Reserve and attained the Ranks of

WO2 Rifle Instructor and Company Sergeant Major .
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For improving the shooting skills of younger soldiers , CSM

Falkner was given honorary membership of The Ontario Rifle
Association and the certificate he received was by Order - In

Council .

In open competition rifle shooting , Len himself won a 300 -yard

match . He tied in a 300-500 yard match and he won an 800 -yard

match Although never on the Bisley Team Bisley sent Len the

Bisley Bronze Medal and this award also meant that if anybody

dropped out of the Bisley Team Len would be in .

Len knew rifles so well that he choose a good one and on one

occasion beat a sergeant in competition who had just won the

King's Prize at Bisley " I'll never forget it !" Len says.
As a man of many interests he also loves music and has a large

collection of records and tapes . Especially marching music , and

both pipe and brass are favoured .

He lived over 60 years on King Edward Avenue , was admitted to

hospital and is now in " G " Wing at Sunnybrook where he likes to

have visitors !!!

Len's motto is " Do everything as well as you know how " .

And this is how Len Falkner good soldier , good husband , father

and neighbour , has lived his life .

COMES THE DAY OF REMEMBRANCE
by Cpl Hearns BG

The muffled drum's sad roll has beat

The soldier's last tattoo

No more on life's parade shall meet

The brave and fallen few

-Theodore O'Hara

The sky is cloudy and overcast . A bugle plays . "Last Post "

echoes across the cenotaph . Sad notes sound along the lines of
soldiers at attention , heads bowed . A single piper plays ; " Flowers

of the Forest " floats over the silent audience The Regiment has

gathered for its ' yearly ritual to honour the memory of those gone

before ; to recall past deeds on the field of battle .

All over the city in churches and at monuments hymns are sung

and prayers are said in remembrance of those who died in war .

Veterans are there , recalling once again the faces of friends and

family who died so long ago . Forgotten by most , save on this one

day each year .

A pipe tune sounded in No -Man's Land
dawnin the gloom of a chill grey

And a Scottish regiment fighting mad

Went following , following on...
-WOI Kennedy
In the Veterans Wing of the Sunnybrook Medical Centre , 92

year -old Len Falkner talked of the Great War .

He joined the 48th Highlanders of Canada before the war

started When it began he was posted to the 19th Battalion After

being in France for a year , he was transferred to the 15th
Battalion .

Three times he " went over the top " knowing that only one in three

returned . " I would have avoided it if I could That was an

experience . "
" I
remember one time we went out with over 1,000 men We

came back and at roll call there was less than 250 " But he went

anyway . It was his duty and he did it . " When someone died , you

just said , " Oh , so and so's dead " and carried on That was it You

didn't think about death " .
Remembrance Day was something for the people who stayed

home and lost someone " We really were not that concerned with

remembering when we were in uniform We take it a lot more

seriously now , of course , but back then ... " , he shakes his head ,

" back then they were glad to be alive " .
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In World War I 628,462 Canadians enlisted More than 60,000

died during the four years of carnage .
Men lived in muddy holes suffering from dysentery , rheumatic

fever and trench foot from the damp and cramped conditions . The

earth was churned by constant shelling into a sea of liquid ooze . A
great number disappeared into mudfilled shell holes too deep to

walk through , too thick to swim in and too slippery to climb out of.
At the Menin Gate monument in Ypres they sound the Last Post

every night at 6 p.m. On its walls ceiling and stairs are inscribed the

names of the nearly 5,000 Canadians whose bodies were never

found after the 3rd Battle of Ypres .
Have you forgotten yet ?

Have you forgotten yet?
For the world's events have rumbled on

Since those dark Days

Like motorists pausing at a crossroads ...

-Siegfried Sassoon

The present generation finds it hard to believe some of the
horrors they are told A generation whose idea of " sacrifice " is

giving up an hour of television to study for a test . They would like to
forget it .
"What for ? It's just a bunch of old men anyway ! Who cares?"

says a 15 -year old .
Canada never suffered in a war the way the nations of Europe

suffered . The fighting was never in our backyards .
Captain AE Ruthven went to Holland with the 48th Highlanders

Bands to commemorate the 40th anniversary of the 1945 Battle of
Apeldoorn . He noted that many of the spectators and participants
were in their early 20s or teenagers They grew up learning about

what was was like because their parents had to live through it even

though they didn't actually fight .

In Europe , everybody lost somebody . An uncle they never knew ,

a father perhaps , some relative who is known only by their grave .

WE DO REMEMBER
The Netherlands 1945 - 1985
by Capt AE Ruthven EM ( retired )

This is a story of a little country with a long history that values

FREEDOM . Freedom in the true sense of the word with all
emotion it carries and the determination to pass it on to their
children so it does not become a passing fancy but a true reality

until the end of time .
Once , the people of Holland put trust in a powerful neighbour

with which they had fairly strong ties but that trust was violated in
1940 and a defenseless small nation was brutally overrun ,

devastated and occupied for over years The people of Holland
will never forget that tragedy . They vow it will never happen again
so support for allies in a collective agreement is the policy for the
present and future There will be no more lone hands .
Another nation , this one fairly young in years , huge in territory

but small in population liberated in the main , this occupied land in
early May 1945. The Netherlands haven't forgotten this total

liberation by the Canadian Army in spring 40 years ago . With them
now it is a sort of built in emotion of hero adoration of liberators
who happen to be ordinary Canadian men and women coming

thousands of miles across the seas to bring them that FREEDOM
again after living under a tyrant for so long who treated them like

animals who could be shot or starved if they did not do as they were
told . We in this country do not understand fully such a situation -

one has to live it to really know it So when the occasion arises the

good people of Holland from small children to teenagers , young

married couples mothers fathers grandparents to- yes - great
grandparents pour out their emotions , hospitality and affection as

few other groups of people do anywhere on this earth . It has to be
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On November -bring out your dead

-Graffitti on a Toronto building

Captain Ruthven served in the 48th when the battalion first went

to France in the spring of 1940. After Dunkirk the regiment was
evacuated from southeast France before ever going into action .

As part of the 1st Canadian Infantry Brigade , 1st Canadian

Division , they saw hard fighting in Sicily and all along the Italian
Peninsula . The Battle Honours for victories at Assoro Landing at
Reggio , Cassino II Hitler Line and Ortona read like a short history
of the Italian Campaign .
Captain Ruthven was commissioned 2nd Lieutenant after the fall

of France . He remembers not only those who were killed but also

the friends who served with him and who have since died He hasn't

much time for any maudlin sentimentality but he said , " your heart

begins to pump when you stand at attention and hear the Last Post

and The Pipers Lament " .
The men were citizen soldiers Good honest citizens who felt

that what they were fighting for was right and good . " We are not a
war-like people . As soldiers , we are men of peace . No one wants

peace more than a soldier who has seen fighting . Our country
should be strong but not war -like " .

For the last 40 years Europe has not forgotten what it is like to a
battlefield . They pray and work for peace ; continued peace . They

have seen the costs of war .

Look up, and swear .
By the green of the spring
That you'll never forget

-Siegfried Sassoon

The wreaths have been laid The thanks given and a hope for
continued peace said The men turn The band plays The crowd

departs . The Regiment marches off until next year , leaving the

monument behind silent and deserted A few dead leaves rustle in

the wind

seen to be believed Thus from May to 9 May in the year 1985 on
the 40th anniversary of their liberation we Can veterans who went

to Holland as part of " We Do Rememeber " were treated to the
most fantastic display of sincere appreciation any of us will ever
witness . At the same time it gave our veterans an opportunity to

honour our Fallen Comrades who fell in the battle for the small

garden like country .
Here is a story of events as we went through those cight

unforgettable days Frequent references are made to other 48th

Highlanders who were in our group at Apeldoorn and there are

many references of a personal nature of my stay there - it is indeed
necessary to underline the warmth generated by these people .

Having left Toronto via KLM on the evening of 30th April we
landed at Amsterdam the next morning where buses transported

the group to Apeldoorn Everyone made certain we had on our

name tags for quick identification . A royal welcome greeted us at
the Canadian Club specially set up as our entertainment centre for
the duration . It was complete with restaurant , bar , hall and dance

facilities . A very charming young lady grasped my arm and led me

from the milling crowd saying , " I see your name is Ruthven and

that you are a 48th Highlander - you are to stay with us" . I followed
her to a table where coffee was served and soon we were joined by a

young man loaded with cameras who turned out to be her husband .

They were the parents of three teenagers Esther Inge and Lars - the

hosts , Margriet and Reyn Exalto Esther gave up her room for me .

From then on I was a spoiled Canadian for eight days . On the desk
in the bedroom was a beautiful bouquet of flowers with a card of
welcome wishing that I have an enjoyable stay each had signed it
and beside that a bottle of Bitters specially produced for this

celebration in Holland .
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KoThe Burgemeester presents a medallion to LCol AW Jensen CD .

On our way into Apeldoorn by bus we were overwhelmed by the

numerous decorations in the streets flags ( Canadian & Dutch ) ,

bunting , pennants , streamers and archways of boughs - block after

block . Even many individual homes had the theme of " Thank you

for coming " - the Exalto house was no exception There is even a

street nearby named Canadalaan What a welcome !

Jet lag got me right after lunch so following a 1½ hour nap we

went over photos from Canada , views of Toronto , pins for all , plus

48th Highlander decals The evening saw us at the Canadian Club

for a few drinks and renewal of friendships Two old friends were

Col Henk Sterken and Eef Gerristsen who had been in our mess in

Toronto two years previously .
Thursday 2 May My host took me downtown in Apeldoorn to

see if anything was the same . Frankly I never recognized a thing as

every street was now a mall with new store fronts and renovations

everywhere . The main difference in the area was a mass of flags

strung across the streets with our Maple Leaf quite prominent . It
was another world . We went around a corner and entered a paint

and wallpaper store where I was introduced to the owner , Mrs Ter
Hoeven , who at 84 is full of life a ball of fire and on the job every

day . This lady is the mother of Margriet ; 40 years ago when we

came through the town she was by the roadside cheering us on .

In the afternoon we were down at the Canadian Club to greet the

next group of Highlanders In came Herb Pike JB Smith Bud

Lloyd , Bob Harding , Cliff Weir (who does yeoman service in the

Canadian Club office Ross Stewart the CO and Mrs Jensen . The

bands arrived as well After Reyn and I drove around the villages

surrounding Apeldoorn to see more welcoming decorations as even

the most modest home had its special effort . In one village we

visited his mother and father who vividly recall the German

occupation of their land Cool and cloudy these days - not very

good for taking photos In the evening we were all at the club to

enjoy the dance music of the US Air Force Band (à la Glenn Miller )

and at one point Ross Stewart played his pipes with the band to the

great delight of the audience . A grand night !

Friday 3 May Mike George arrived today . In the afternoon we

were in the Market Square to witness the excellent performance of
18 Police Bands from all over Holland One of these was a mounted

bugle band from the city of Amsterdam complete with shovel

service after the horses went by At 5:30 p.m. there was a reception

in the Orpheus Concert Hall by the Burgemeester who gave a fine

speech and made presentations , one of which was the Erasmus

medallion to LCol Mike George on behalf of all veterans We
received ours at the close of events Erasmus of Rotterdam was a

renowned Dutch philosopher in the 15th century . LCol George

gave a excellent reply and thanked the authorities for this honour .

As usual , the Canadian Club had another party for us in the form of

a talented glee club who sang a lively set of tunes to start off the

evening of "Oh Be Joyful " .
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Saturday 4 May Off carly to the Market Square with the lady of
the house . I didn't recognize the place after yesterday as it was

covered , row upon row of booths full of fresh vegetables fruit ,

fish flowers , cheese bread and goodness knows what all . The
whole of Apeldoorn must have been there as they do not have

supermarkets as we do - three times a week these booths are set up

but the big one is on Saturday . The pastry and chocolate shops ,

however , on the main streets are out of this world .

There were three excellent exhibits of photos , drawings , maps ,

newspaper clippings , etc. , from the days in 194
5

when the

Canadians came through Holland . These old references to our

army and the contacts with the local people , battle maps ,

destruction and stories certainly brought back memories . There

were even two of Mike George and his Company in '45 and the

surrender of the Germans to Field Marshal Montgomery with our

LCol Trum Warren in the background .

In the afternoon rain came down almost continuously but it

didn't deter Margriet ( a very devoted patriot ) and myself from

travelling a few km away to Loenen Cemetery for a special

ceremony in honour of the underground fighters who died in

Holland There were many prayers by the big crowd in this rain

soaked wood with the large cross A niece of our hosts made one of
the recitations ( you will note they always have the younger

generation participate ) , this was followed by the laying of many

wreaths as a male choir sang with rain dripping down their faces.

All very impressive .
After dinner the veterans with hosts assembled in the big Grote

Kerk of Apeldoorn for a Remembrance Service which was short

but as usual quite emotional After we all filed out and went on a

"Silent March " for about 1½ km to a park where another service

was held at the Monument Of The Dead (those civilians killed by

Germans during the war ) Here LCol AW Jensen CD ,

Commanding Officer , laid a wreath . A Silent March is something

you cannot describe or comprehend unless you have experienced

the event . For about a mile 1500-2000 people slowly walk along the

road in total silence . It seems the people of Holland have perfected

ways to remember and pay tribute to the past .

Sunday 5 May Liberation Day A big day coming up but I had to

admit defeat - too many nights at the Canadian Club are bound to

catch up with one The 10 a.m. Church Service was the first and

only event missed but at 11:15 Reyn and I were on time for a

reception at the Orpheus for all Canadians and hosts to meet one

another .

STERSTEE
SEALLFER
GEMEEN

AE Ruthven

Capt Ed Ruthven says a few words to the people of Voorst at the

Ijssel River .
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After lunch at home all Highlanders met at the Canadian Club to

board a bus to visit the spot where we crossed the Ijssel on 13 April
¹45 near a village named Grossel The Burgemeester , councillors

and townfolk greeted us , provided drinks , presented each

Highlander with a plaque and then we were off to the riverside to

see the spot again A small monument had been erected there . The

honour to unveil it fell upon a former underground fighter , Mr JH
Jansen and myself - local people and 48th gathered about to witness

the event and the speech by the mayor outlining the crossing that

took place 40 years ago .
We Highlanders and a small party then boarded a police river

patrol boat to sail a short way up the river to another village ,

Voorst , where other landings had been made It was almost a repeat

of the other one with a Burgemeester council and villagers on the

bank . Herb Pike did the honours this time along with a lady
underground fighter . At this time Bob Harding , president OCA
was given a gold medallion on behalf of all 48th Highlanders from

the Town of Twello concerning the crossing of the Ijssel It was at

this point I could not contain myself and to this day the hidden urge
and propellent to speak is unknown to me All I know is for 3-4
minutes sincere phrases came out telling these Dutch people of how
we Canadians were overwhelmed by their enthusiastic show of
emotion for us , their deep desire and knowledge of freedom and

what it means plus the very important aspect of passing it along to
the children . I am not prone to impromptu speeches but I do feel it
was appreciated .
We visited Wilp and had photos taken on MacKenzieplaatz and

down to the old Church by the dyke where the 48th dead were first

buried back in '45 at the service we had Nearby we joined in the

Liberation Day games for the young folk at Voorst with honoured

seats in the stands with free beer provided The 48th Pipes & Drums
and Military Band joined us in the audience then later enthralled

the local people with their usual fine performance We all had the
feeling of " King for a Day" with all the attention received - we kept

pinching ourselves .

Mike George , Ross Stewart and myself left this part of the
programme to go back to Apeldoorn to attend a cocktail party at

the home of Colonel Henk Sterken which was attended by

Burgemeester Beelaerts van Blokland and other dignitaries . May I

say Mrs Sterken put on a most delicious table of food and the

Colonel outdid himself at the bar . I had previously met both of
these gentlemen at our mess in Toronto After dinner with my hosts

and family we all headed to the unual club .

Monday 6 May A day to remember always . The sun finally

came out in all its glory Up bright and early to be ready to visit

HET LOO (Palace ) by 10 a.m. Reyn had a press badge and cameras
draped all over his shoulders while Margriet was helping out a TV
crew to assist in local colour It is the day of the big parade . Dozens

of buses brought to Apeldoorn thousands of Canadian veterans

from all over the land You could feel the tension in the air.
We toured through the Palace which now is a museum where a

lot of the royal treasures , paintings , tapestries , furniture , etc. , are

set up in rooms as they once were when Het Loo was in its heyday .

It is rather a fabulous place with beautiful gardens in the rear ,

surrounding all this is a large wooded park where wild game still

roam . In 1945 when we were here the buildings were white , now

they are a new brick colour , smartly tailored and recently trimmed .

It has changed like everything else here . About 12:30 p.m. the

Dutch army fed this large group of about 2500 - 3000 men and

wives Tents had been set up in case of rain .
The Canadians had assembled just inside the park gates ready -

then at 2:30 p.m. the signal was given and the parade started The

48th Pipe & Military bands led the entire assembly - there were

RCMP , dignitaries in jeeps , colour parties (Bud Lloyd did the
honours for us) and then the beginning of the veterans in threes .

Yes ! Again the 48th were No. - ten of us made up the first few

ranks and off we started through the gates of the park . Herb Pike
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was leading the left rank , Mike George in the centre and I was on

the right . From the moment we stepped off the band was never

heard again . To coin a phrase , " All hell broke loose " . What

happened in the next 5 km you wouldn't believe .

Planteralesy fliman
The 48th led the parade .

The route was lined with a solid mass of people five or six deep -
young ones in front mostly all with Canadian flags , yelling ,

cheering , clapping and generally going wild with shouts of " thank

you for coming " as if they had just been let out ofprison . None of us
could believe it . Children on the route literally by the hundreds

broke ranks from the curb and thrust flowers and bouquets into our

arms . Even single tulips and daffodils from the parks (by

permission ) were handed to us . The three of us in the front within

minutes were so loaded down we looked for help . Ross Stewart

behind me was almost the same JB Smith following Mike looked

like a flower girl while Don McCron right after Herb didn't know

which way to look . Al Panting , Bob Harding and Sam Farndon

next couldn't believe all this either - it must be a dream One young

lad thrust something in my hand which he had made at school I put

it into my pocket before all the flowers dropped later it turned out

to be an apple made of plywood coloured red white and blue with

" thank you for coming 1945 - 1985 " . The name was on the back -

needless to say I have written him .

All of us hoped the CBC had picked this up for all Canadians to
see because nobody would believe it on our return . At last we
reached the saluting stand where there was some semblance of
order but not much On a signal from Mike we made an " eyes

right " and saluted again the big bundles of flowers were almost

dropped but one did manage to see out the corner of an eye Princess

Margriet of the Netherlands and the Hon George Hees plus a mass

of other people . We had no sooner made the " eyes front " when out

of my left eye I could see Mike George in the embrace of a blonde
who wanted to say it all the right way . I had just taken my eyes off
the front for a couple of seconds to find another bouquet in my

arms plus a young lady with a powerful hug and the sweetest kiss

you ever saw . I said to Mike , " you've got to get me home soon " .

The crowd took one's attention so much on two occasions when the

marchers ahead had stopped one found oneself banging into the

Colour Party just in front . I think I heard Mike say to Herb " we've
got to do something about this fellow Ruthven ".
Soon after this my eyes went over to Herb who was swaggering

along the way , piled high with flowers , a Dutch flag sticking out of

his pocket and the biggest grin you ever saw . Mike was still beside
me with those flowers everywhere , waving to one side then the

other , his boyish grin just beaming as we strode along . Finally we
reached the Canadian Club and at once broke off for a fast cold

beer the place was soon mobbed so we retreated to a lounge

uptown to pull ourselves together It was a day to remember for the
rest of our lives .
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As if this wasn't enough for one day after dinner ( finally got to

pay for a family dinner at a local Chinese restaurant ) we were all off
to the Market Square to see a group of parachutists land there on

the target . It was a windy evening , a real challenge , three made the

mark while the other landed on a nearby house This was followed

by a Tattoo featuring the RCR Band Johan Willem Frisco Band ,

Trumpetcorps Royal Military Police and of course our own 48th

Highlanders Pipe and Drums and Military Band . Each one put on

an excellent show but one has to admit Apeldoorn loves our 48th

bands with their splendid dress and fine performances . The Hon
George Hees was in attendance as guest of the Burgemeester later

I had the
opportunity to say a few words to him who , alert as usual ,

recognized my tie as the old 48th he is and commented that back

home the people should know about all this .
Tuesday 7 May Out fairly early to the Canadian Club for a bus

trip to the Canadian Cemetery at Groebeek where the vast majority

of our dead from WWII are buried There is only one 48th

Highlander in this cemetery but we all attended as it was a mass

ceremony for all Canadian veterans attended by Princess Margriet

(who was born in Ottawa during to war Hon George Hees plus

numerous ambassadors and dignitaries It was about a hour and a

half drive through picturesque countryside where it seems there are

more cows than in Canada . We passed through Arnhem and

Nijmegen on the way Needless to say these fine towns look a lot

different now than when we passed by them 40 years ago .

Over 2,000 veterans and wives took part in the service A most

striking Canadian Guard of Honour was made up of The Royal
22nd Regiment while the Royal Guard of Honour was provided by

the Royal Netherlands Armed Forces and music was by The Royal
Canadian Regiment . After the laying of the wreaths one had to

admit it was a very moving ceremony The graves are beautifully

kept , each with flowers growing thereon tended by the children of

Holland . THEY DO REMEMBER .

We were driven to nearby Hotel Erica , Molenbosweg , Berg -en

Dal where all were served drinks and lunch in the gardens . This was

put on by the Canadian Government Hon George Hees presiding

It was all done very well None other than the 48th Highlanders

bands entertained the entire group with another fine performance .

Our bands made us feel so proud - 48th hearts swelled with pride

every time they appeared . The Canadian Vets and Dutch people

never cease to applaud with enthusiasm those kilted bands from

Toronto .
Back to the Canadian Club for a few drinks with the boys before

departing home for dinner to get ready for another night of " oh be

joyful " . Can't stand this for too long - just one more night to go that

will be the night to end all nights .
Wednesday 8 May My time is drawing to a close as it is the last

full day so it is up and away downtown with Margriet to go to the

bank - must get that important last minute shopping done .Walking

through the crowded streets with blazer and glen all 48th are

celebrities , everyone speaking as they pass with a " good morning "

smile . School children are armed with pen and pad to get

autographs of the Canadians who have invaded their town As well

we had continuous requests for pins , pins , pins as they seek a

collection to make trades at school Such is life when " King for a

Day". Ask any 48th and he will confirm this honour .

At 10 o'clock we set out by bus from the Canadian Club for a trip

to the cemetery at Holten not far away where 19 of our 48th

Highlanders are buried , including LCol Don MacKenzie who was

killed near Wilp on 13 April '45 . It was a small gathering with only

ourselves and a few Hastie Ps . A wartime padre of the Queen's Own
held the service and our bands were in attendance of course After
Last Post and Flowers of the Forest I don't think here was a

eye in the cemetery L.Col and Mrs Jensen attended and watched as

Herb Pike and Ross Stewart placed the wreath on behalf of all on

the grave of Don MacKenzie Then cach Highlander in turn , after

Mike George , smartly saluted the grave and dropped a poppy in
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Bob Harding salutes the grave of LCol Don McKenzie DSO at Holten .

silent tribute . WE DO REMEMBER TOO . My host Margriet , an

emotional person full of sadness for those Canadians who died for

her country , stood nearby with tears on her cheeks typical of all
Dutch people . These things one does not forget . After the ceremony

we visited each 48th grave in turn , taking photos of any not

previously taken . Back at Apeldoorn Colonel and Mrs Jensen

invited the two of us for lunch so we all could unwind after the

emotional events of the afternoon We were next treated to a band

performance of the 48th bands in front of the Town Hall for the

people of Apeldoorn . The crowd was so large Colonel Henk

Sterken , a town councillor invited Herb JB Ross and myself up to

the balcony to get a better view Our bands again had the crowd

cheering - they never seem to get enough of it.
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*CAR DE PA

From Apeldoom City Hall balcony .

Off home to prepare for the big night . It is the farewell party

when we entertain our hosts to show in some small measure how

much we appreciated what was done for us Herb Pike and I took

along kilt and Prince Charlie - we were so pleased we did because I

know Margriet and Reyn gave admiring glances as we walked in ,

the only two in a crowd of over 2,000 merry men and women . They

were the proudest hosts in the place .

Three different dance spots had to be used and each was jammed

so if it wasn't for some pulling of strings it would not have been

possible to get us 48th together at one big round table The music

was just great , drinks were on demand , the food of the finest while
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the spirit was of one big happy party . Congo lines wound through

the lounge , songs burst out periodically , Ross Stewart played the

pipes and everyone was saying , "who wants to go home " . We
Canadians did not get " Ziggy -Zaggy " as in Italy but we had one

hell of a time . Later on we got the Burgemeester to our table for
quite a spell , our own JB Smith was in his glory with stories flowing

out one after another Ross Stewart was in fine form too with his

jokes while one Ruthven couldn't resist his " waggle of the kilt" .
The CO and Bonnie had joined us too so it was a real 48th party

with our hosts . I am sure Margriet and Reyn had the time of their
lives the Dileas way while Pieter Beelaerts (the burgemeester )

helped us close the place about 3 o'clock . I'm glad Reyn had

brought his car no bicycle for me

Well! There it is . Eight days of continuous excitement full of
emotions that cover every spectrum of life joy sadness , cheer .

solemn moments , happiness , tears , friendships and parting . We

had all of these , one or the other seemed to enfold at every event
each day or night and anyone that didn't go through all this is not
honest with himself .
The next morning , Thursday 9 May , I left the Canadian Club at

10 a.m. for Amsterdam It is not possible for me to stop here
without a tribute to my hosts - I left two of the finest people ,

Margriet and Reyn I have ever known Many Dutch families took
in Canadians for this period - they were proud and happy to do so -

in fact , I noted that every time Margriet introduced me it was , " this

is my Highlander from Canada " . They looked after me for the
duration and would not accept anything in return ( I had taken gifts
from Canada , thank goodness ) . I will be forever grateful . All this
because we Canadians had liberated their tiny country from the
Germans . They did REMEMBER and we will REMEMBER 100.

REMINISCENCES
by Lt WA Hunter (retired )

Editor's note : Lt Bill Hunter , an American , felt his country was not
entering the war quickly enough so he came north of the border to join

the 48th Highlanders . He now lives in Texas .

For those of us who live outside the Ontario area , the Regimental

Reunions offer the only pretext for an occasional visit to Toronto ,
and to renew acquaintances with friends from our active service

years . However , we can never forget the many others who were

Struck Off Strength forever , making any reunion in this realm

impossible .

Two of these men , along with many comrades who fell during the
late summer of 1944 lie in the isolated Gradara British War
Cemetery , near Cattolica Italy . Jack Hooper and Donald Keith

Caswell reported to my 7 Platoon in January 1944 , during our tour
in the line near the San Tommaso - Tollo Road Their backgrounds
could hardly have been more different Caswell a ' 39er had grown

up in the army , as had many of his generation It would have been

hard to visualize him as a civilian . He was returning after wounds

sustained in a previous campaign , and had been away too long to

retain his three stripes .

Hooper , a native of Detroit had enlisted in Windsor early in the

war . The identity of his most recent unit aroused intense curiosity in

the platoon , as he was one of the many alumni of the recently
disbanded No. 10 Training Company who were being assigned to
the 48th . This was the euphemistic designation of a correctional

unit for the rehabilitation of hard - core disciplinary offenders from

all Canadian units in the United Kingdom .

Jack enjoyed the attention this colourful history brought him ,

and mischievously enlarged upon the mystery by never overtly

denying a former association , however marginal , with Detroit's

notorious Purple Gang . For several weeks he was very circumspect
in his conversations with me , obviously aware that I was not duped
by his masquerade , since one of my duties was the censoring of all
correspondence to friends and relatives .
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Sheila , Jack's wife , was living with her parents in Wallasey .

Cheshire , and working in Liverpool . Jack's letters to her were

astonishingly cloquent and tender , revealing him as a very

intelligent and complex person Months later as we were all sorting
out extraneous mementoes of the bluff overlooking the Hitler Line ,

preparing for the assault that would manifestly have to come within

days , Jack clarified his previous record as he gleefully ripped up

threatening letters from civilian lawyers .

He had been assigned to guard his unit's train in the railroad

yards at Guildford . An officious civilian employee had refused to

identify himself in the darkness , thereby earning a broken jaw .

Jack's superiors refused to defend him and he was banished to No.
10 Training Company .
Caswell and Hooper had regained their stripes , and

distinguished themselves in the sporadic encounters of that spring .

After Dave Duncan's capture in the Liri Valley Colonel Johnston

unexpectedly asked me to replace him in the Scouts and Snipers

Platoon , agreeing to let me take any of my men who might be

willing to leave "A" Company . Hooper , among others .

immediately volunteered .

One day , as the battalion awaited orders on a wooded hillside

below the out posts of the Gothic Line we noted Hooper's

uncharacteristic silence As an admitted Sassenach , he had never

seemed susceptible to the moodiness so prevalent among his Celtic

comrades , and we all felt a vague sense of foreboding .

On the move again , I was ordered to take my platoon forward

into a supposedly abandoned village . Warned that the narrow road

was still mined , I picked my way carefully at the head of the
column , advising all who followed not to stray from my path .

As I reached a paved square at the edge of the village , I turned to
look back just as a familiar sickening WHOOMP erupted with a

column of black smoke and debris rising directly from the road .

The platoon silently assembled before me It was unnecessary to
check the roster .Although I had not known Hooper was at the rear

of the column I had known instantly who the casualty was .

Caswell , a firm disciplinarian who nevertheless respected the

feelings of his men was a cheerful and imaginative leader never

unprepared in an emergency . He survived that eventful summer ,

but I instinctively suspected that his luck was soon to run out , I was

not surprised when a newly arrived group of prisoners brought the

news to Stalag VII A Moosburg Bavaria that he had met a

machine -gun burst upon rounding the corner of a house above

Rimini .

JUST A PRIVATE
by " Just a Private " Bob Bennett (retired )

I never could make it above private and so often thought how

nice it would be to have all the advantages which the NCOs seemed

to enjoy . I did get along as best as might be expected in the lowly
company of other privates , and those NCOs who occasionally

stooped to associate with us poor PBIs Just once in a while there

was a bit of an advantage to being a private as the next story will
indicate .
Sergeants weren't known to be the kindest hearted people in the

world , but occasionally they showed a side quite out ofcharacter . I
remember one very late evening , after having sneaked out while we

were CB'd while walking back to billets after enjoying a late night at

The Cock in Sutton having a funny experience I came across one

of our company sergeants who was laying in a ditch about a half
mile from our billets A quick examination convinced me that the

sergeant had drunk even more than I and since he was a rather tall.
heavy individual , I realized I couldn't possibly carry him home .

I decided to use my private soldier's cunning to not only get him

home , but myself as well I lay down next to the sergeant and then
gave him several rough prods with my elbow and this eventually
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brought him back to the land of living . Then aloud I said , " Boy ,
look who's here , it's Sergeant - he must be drunker than I
am , oh well, I'll just lie down here and sleep if off til morning " .
The sergeant raised himself up on his hands and looking me over

said , also aloud , " I'll be damned if it isn't Bonehead and he's drunk
as a fiddler I can't leave him out here all night " and so saying he

got to his feet , picked up my apparently unconscious body , threw

me across his shoulders and proceeded to carry me home . There

was a problem in that I , being very slightly inebriated , found this

MY CONNECTIONS WITH THE
48TH HIGHLANDERS
by Grace Mackay Edgar

My Mother's brother Mr Fred Urquhart , ( 92 years young ) is one

of the oldest members of the Regiment WWI 1914-1918 . My

Father was a member of the Pipe Band in 1916 .

My brother Cameron Alexander Mackay is a former member of

the Pipe Band with 21 years service .

Both Cameron and I studied the pipes under the direction of Pipe

Major James R Fraser .
Cameron became a member of the Pipe Band at the age of 15 .

Because I was a girl , I was not
permitted to join .

After eight years of tuition , Pipe Major Fraser suggested I form a

girls Pipe Band . During these eight years I attended the Tuesday

night band practices at the armouries with Cameron . Taking Pipe

Major Fraser's advice I formed the Toronto St Andrew's Girls Pipe

Band , at St Andrew's Church Simcoe St. Toronto . During the

fifteen years I had the band I was fortunate to have Mr John

Spears , his son Bob and RSM Wm Elms as instructors for my

drummers All members of the Regiment .

Pipe Major Fraser tutored me in my duties as Pipe Major of my

band .

My fondest memory is of the time at the age of 17 years he

obtained permission from your Colonel of the Regiment to permit

me to parade and play in the 48th Pipe Band during a special

function at the armouries on a Friday night . It was agreed upon as

long as I walked behind him . Probably the only night a lady was

permitted to play in the band on parade night . It is an event I will

long remember and cherish .

My brother Cameron has resided in California for several years .

He recently retired as Pipe Major of the Caber Feidh Pipe Band of

L.A. He attended the re union in 1981. As a member of the IODEI
assisted in serving the dinner .

I was sponsored by the late Mrs John Spears a member of the

Chapter for over 60 years .

1ST BATTALION , THE GORDON HIGHLANDERS

In September 84 the Battalion played a key part in Exercise

LIONHEART and proved itself well -matched to the Airmobile

role . During the course of sixteen days in the field we undertook a

variety of tasks as part of 6 Airmobile Brigade , from launching a

series of swift heliborne counter attacks against enemy special

forces in the Corps Rear Area to deploying by air , to counter

penetration positions to block enemy armoured break - throughs .

The exercise ended with a Battalion airmove into the enemy's rear

arca to ambush a supply line with great effect Overall the exercise

was a huge success and undoubtedly proved the value of an

Airmobile Brigade acting as a fast moving , hard hitting force .

The Autumn of '84 was taken up with Northern Ireland training ,

culminating in the NITAT package at Sennelager in January , A

two -foot fall of snow added a new dimension to our activities , and

patrols frequently reported heavy snowballing by crowds of

youths .
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situation so humorous that I got to laughing , and what with the

bouncing and the laughing , began to get sick . When this happened

all down the back of the sergeant's uniform , I thought it best to

feign sleep while he gently lowered me down onto my blankets .

Neither the sergeant nor I ever discussed the episode and he

probably thought I was too drunk to remember I did often wonder

if he had wakened the next morning and wondered how in hell he

had managed to be sick all down the back of his uniform .

Mis

Pipe Major Grace MacKay piping with Pipe Major
Fraser and

the 48th Pipes & Drums - 1945.

Col lain Mackay and I are both charter members of the Pipers

Society of Ontario . We helped in its formation in 1947 .

As well I am the founder of the Highland
Dancers Association of

Ontario

Now retired , with my pipes on the shelf , I would still join
the 48th

if I could

Protecting the Royal Ulster Constabulary on patrol in West
Belfast.
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February saw the Battalion move across to West Belfast , taking

over from 3 RGJ . For those who knew Belfast from previous tours ,

the scene was very different as we settled down to four and a half

months ' patrolling in support of the RUC . A number of searches
across the patch found a variety of terrorist weapons and

equipment We were shot at three times , unsuccessfully , but it is
with sadness that we record the death of Lance Corporal Dacre ,
attached to us from The King's Own Border Regiment who died

when a terrorist bomb was detonated in the Divis Flats complex .
Seen in perspective , the tour was a success and undoubtedly

brought the day that the RUC will patrol West Belfast unassisted .
that one step nearer .
The highlight of Regimental life in the months since our return

from Ireland was the annual Duke of Rothesay's Dirk Inter
Platoon Competition The Dirk was presented to the Regiment by
our Colonel -in -Chief The Prince of Wales Duke of Rothesay ,
three years ago , to be awarded to the winning platoon in a gruelling

30km overnight march and shoot competition incorporating a
number of military stands Lieutenant Colin Millar and his A
Company platoon won the event by a narrow margin .

ALTUL

Brig PW Graham CBE. The Gordon Highlanders , speaking at the
Officers Annual Dimmer 48th Highlanders April 85 .

We are now settling down to a busy exercise programme

confident that we can perform as well as we did last year We have
had a hectic twelve months but it's variety has been refreshing and
we now look forward to Exercise SNOW QUEEN and a training

package in Portugal in the spring .

THE GORDON HIGHLANDERS ARMY CADET
FORCE
by Major JD Beeton

The Battalion is located in the Grampian Region of Scotland .

and is head quartered in Aberdeen The unit has four Companies
located in the City of Aberdeen . Aberdeenshire apart from

Deeside , Ban Tshire and Kincardine with Deeside .
The Companies are divided into Detachments We have 24

Detachments mainly in the centres of population throughout the
Battalion area .
The Battalion has generally about 500 members , of these 32 are

Officers and 42 are Adult Instructors We have some difficulties
keeping our Detachments up to strength in Officers and Adult
Instructors .
We are fortunate in that we are well supported by a full time

Staff . We have a Cadet Executive Officer (Major ) a Quartermaster
(Lieutenant ) and four Cadet Administrative Assistants (Captain ,
Lieutenant and two Warrant Officers plus a Secretary .

We have in support 22 Cadet Training Team which is composed

of Regular Soldiers mostly Gordons It is composed of one
Lieutenant , one WO one Sgt and one Cpl (Royal Signals ) We use
them mainly to train our Officers Adult Senior NCOs and our
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Senior Cadets .

We are fortunate in that we are adequately funded by our

Ministry of Defence Our accommodation may be a purpose built

hut for our sole use or a modern Barracks which we share with the

Territorial Army The Territorial Army Association which owns

and looks after our accommodation is trying hard to give us the

best possible standard of facilities We have a self contained

Weekend Training Centre at Bridge of Don adjacent to Gordon
Barracks on the outskirts of Aberdeen We have sufficient room to

accommodate a Company of 52 for a Training Weekend This

facility is frequently used .
Our weapons and webbing are World War II pattern . Though

they are adequate for our purposes the Cadets realize that events

have moved on from the .303 Lee Enfield and the Bren Machine

Gun . The 1983 pattern webbing is probably the equipment the

Cadet would most like to see replaced .

There is a development in the pipeline to replace our .303 rifles

with a copy of the new rifle about to be issued to the Regular Army ,
We look forward to this event We have recently been issued with a

Target Rifle (7.62 ) which is extremely accurate and popular with

the Cadets .
Training is composed of Military Skills and outdoor bound type

of activities .We lay great emphasis on developing Leadership Skills

in our Senior Cadets They respond well and are very impressive .

The unit takes part in many sports and does extremely well in
competitions . We have had the Champion Ski Team for many
years .
Emphasis in Britain is being placed on a "One Army Concept " .

As part of this concept our Cadets are sometimes trained by , and
exercise with , the Regular and Territorial Soldiers . They find joint
exercises most enjoyable and appreciate the opportunity to practice

their skills with their " big brothers " .
We spent our fortnight's Annual Camp in 1985 at Barry Buddon ,

near Dundee . It was a successful camp with emphasis on Tactics
and Shooting and Military Skills . The Cadets also had the

opportunity to Abseil and Canoe . All spent a day with the Royal
Marines .
The visit of the Cadets from your unit went down extremely well .

They were superb ambassadors and great fun to host . Many
friendships were made and we hope to have the opportunity to

renew them in the not too distant future The two units integrated
immediately and showed great affinity . Annual Camp in 1986 is to

be at Stirling .

Our Honorary Colonel KM Burnett , OBE TD is to retire on the

31st December . He has been connected with the Regiment for close

to fifty years , including eight years as Commandant of this unit . He
set extremely high standards and was highly respected by all who

knew him .
Our new Honorary Colonel is to be Major George Morrison ,

DSO , a distinguished member of the Regiment he will be known to
many as the Ex Regimental Secretary .

I have omitted to mention that we have eighteen girls who are
members of our unit . We were one of the units that had girls in our
Peterhead Detachment for a trial period .

The experiment went extremely well both for us and nationally ,
and is to be extended . It is likely that units will in future be able to
recruit 10% of their numbers as girls , but not at the expense of the
number of boys .
We look optimistically to the future We have highly motivated

Officers and Adults who are doing a good job with keen Cadets .

Our area is benefitting from the prosperity that North sea Oil has
brought . Most of our Cadets should be able to get employment with

good job prospects We are doing our best to equip them to grab

every opportunity and earn , and hold , suitable appointments . We

feel that our 4 Star Scheme and the Duke of Edinburgh's Award
Scheme which they are striving for , plus the example of their
leaders , will prepare them to meet the world .
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ST ANDREW'S COLLEGE CELEBRATES 80

YEARS OF CADETS
by Capt lan M Wilkie

St Andrew's College has always had cadet training . In the early

years , 1899-1904 , the School employed a retired drill sergeant to
train the boys . It was not until 1905 that our cadets were organized
as a regular cadet corps - the 142 St. Andrew's College Highland

Cadet Corps . The unit is to this day an all male closed compulsory

body .
The Corps has had a close connection to its affiliated regiment ,

the 48th Highlanders of Canada Many graduates of the College
have become officers in the 48th and several have even risen to

command the affiliated unit . Both groups have taken part in joint
activities , and in fact the 142 formed a ninth company for the
regiment . When the School participated in the annual garrison

parade the cadets were frequently commended for their fine

appearance .
The uniform of the Corps has always been one of its most

distinctive features The scarlet jacket Gordon tartan kilt and
white spats , belts and gloves are well remembered by every Old

Boy . Each one of them probably remembers polishing the 26 brass

buttons on each tunic .
Another distinctive feature is our Pipe Band . In the early years

the band consisted of 10 bugles I bass drum and 5 kettle drums .

However, 1915 saw the arrival of six stands of pipes . These were
presented by Col Thomas Cantley of Nova Scotia whose son was
Head Perfect that year . To -day there are 25 pipers and 10

drummers in the band . The pipe band has been complimented with

the formation of a brass band of about 25 musicians .

The Battalion has engaged in many activities most ofwhich have
had a military connection . Parades , demonstrations , training

exercises , shooting competitions , fitness training and drill have all
taken up many hours of cadet time . During the war years training

was extensive . In 1940 drill was conducted every morning . The
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scarlet tunics were exchanged for khaki shorts and shirts . Training

in defense against chemical warfare and the firing of Bren guns was

given . As well , by 1942 cadets were going to the Newmarket basic

training centre to get advanced training . The chief instructor during

this period was Lieutenant later Captain JL Wright.

It is perhaps the time to note how well our graduates performed
under fire . In WWI 653 Andreans served in the Armed Forces .
Ninty-nine of these men died or were killed on active service .

Eighty -six of the ninety -nine lost were officers . One hundred and

fifteen of those serving were honoured with decorations , including

fifty -cight Military Crosses Captain JC Auld won this medal three
times and survived the war . Our most decorated soldier was Capt

FG Quigley . He won the Military Cross and Bar and was awarded

the DSO .

In WWII 594 Andreans served . Forty five were not to survive ,
sixty four were cited To day as a constant reminder of the sacrifices
made , we have a beautiful chapel on campus . At the front are two
bronze tablets commemorating those who paid the highest price .

There have been many famous names connected with the 142.

The first student commander was Cdt Lt C Vincent Massey who
was also Canada's first Canadian Governor General and as such ,

Commander -in Chief of the Armed Forces . The Battalion was also

commanded in 1950 and 1951 by Cat Maj FWW Moores , who

returned to inspect his former unit in 1972. He was at that time

Premier of Newfoundland The cadet commander was Cdt Lt Col
RJ Wilkie . There have been many other famous connections -

unfortunately too many to mention here .

Col FF McEachren , accompanied by Cdt Maj Hovey , inspects the

Corps - circa 1962

St Andrew's has been blessed with dedicated and caring

commanding officers In recent history these have included Majors

Wilson , Kamcke , Inglis , Jacques . Old Boys will recall these

gentlemen as knowledgeable and helpful teachers .
Why does St Andrew's maintain an all male , compulsory ,

infantry unit of Highlanders in an age of nuclear arms ? The answer

is simple . The Battalion helps form a link with those who have

passed before and those who come after The uniform proclaims

our historical links with Scotland and our pride in our heritage .

Cadets provide an opportunity for leadership , the challenge of
working 400 boys as a team and a place to master certain skills .
Cadets are a unique part of St Andrew's . In this , our 80th year ,

we must remember the past , while moving confidently into the

future .
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95th ANNIVERSARY OF THE REGIMENT
1891 - 1986

Here is the provisional programme for the celebration of the 95th anniversary of the founding of the Regiment :

Weekend Friday 23 May - Sunday 25 May 1986 .

Friday , 23 May 1986

1200-1700 Registration at 48th Highlanders Memorial Hall ,
284 King Street East , Toronto

2000 Regiment on parade at Moss Park Armoury
Regimental Kit Shop open at Moss Park Armoury
OR
Reminsce at Memorial Hall

Saturday 24 May 1986

1200-1700 Informal get together at Memorial Hall
Regimental Museum will be open with souvenirs

for sale
1700-1830 Reception at Moss Park Armoury
1830 Reunion Dinner - main floor Moss Park Armoury
Sunday 25 May 1986.

Church Parade to St Andrew's Church

0930 Form up of parade

1100 Service at St Andrew's Church

1230 Closing ceremonies and formal dismissal from
Moss Park Armoury

PLEASE MARK THIS WEEKEND DOWN IN YOUR CALENDAR AND PLAN TO ATTEND

A BIG CHANCE FOR YOU
Capt AE Ruthven (retired )
Draw Committee

Elsewhere in the FALCON there is information about the 95th

Anniversary Reunion to be held in 1986 on 23 , 24 and 25 May . Do
not fail to obtain draw tickets for this important event where you

could be the lucky winner of a KLM flight to Scotland or Holland
for two , from Toronto . There are two other fascinating prizes as

well . Don't miss this chance - for only 2.00 you could be a winner .
See any member of the Regimental Family for further details You
may be the lucky one !


